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Berth:  The area allotted to accommodate a vessel alongside a wharf, or the area in which a vessel 
swings when at anchor. 
Break-bulk:  Non-containerized general cargo. Examples include iron, steel, machinery, 
linerboard, wood pulp and yachts.  
Chart Datum:  A plan below which the tide will seldom fall.  The Canadian Hydrographic 
Service has adopted the plane of Lowest Normal Tides (LNT) as chart datum.  To find the 
depth of water, the height of tide must be added to the depth shown on the chart.  Tidal 
heights preceded by a (-) must be subtracted from the charted depth.  Note: United States 
tidal datum is Mean Low Water and can differ from Canadian datum by as much as 1.50 
meters.  
Charter Party:  The contract of hire for a ship.  
Consolidated Freight Station or Container Freight Station (CFS):  Location on terminal 
grounds where stuffing and stripping of containers is conducted.  
Container:  A 20, 35, 40 or 45 foot box which can be handled interchangeably among 
trucks, railcars, barges and ocean going vessels.  
Container on Flat Car (COFC):  A container placed directly on a railroad flatcar without 
chassis.  
Customs Broker:  Performs duties related to documentation, cargo clearance, coordination 
of inland and ocean transportation, dockside inspection of cargo, etc.  Employed by the 
importer.  
Deadweight Tonnage (DWT):  Maximum weight including cargo, ballast, and stores that 
can be loaded into a vessel.  
Displacement:  The total weight of the vessel, i.e. the amount of water the vessel will 
displace.  
Dock:  A structure built along or at an angle form a navigable waterway so that vessels may 
lie alongside to load and discharge cargo.  
Dry Bulk: Minerals or grains stored in loose piles moving without mark or count. Examples 
are potash, salts, sugar and aggregate.  
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI):  The exchange of information through an electronic 






Feeder Service:  Ocean transport system involving use of centralized ports to assemble 
and disseminate cargo to and from ports within a geographic area. Commodities are 
transported between major ports then transferred to feeder vessels for further transport to a 
number of additional ports.  
Freight Forwarder:  Consultant in logistics and international traffic. The forwarding agent 
assists the exporter in finding the most economic and efficient methods of transporting and 
storing cargo.  
Gantry (Quay) Crane:  Track-mounted crane utilized in the loading and unloading of break-
bulk cargo, containers and heavy lifts.  
Gross Tonnage:  The capacity of the vessel calculated by an approved formula. The gross 
tonnage is a figure representative of the volume of the enclosed space in cubic meters 
(1969 Tonnage Convention).  
Hopper Car:  A freight car used for handling dry bulks, with an operable top and one or 
more openings on the bottom through which the cargo is dumped.  
Interchange:  Point of entry/exit for trucks delivering and picking up containerized cargo. 
Point where pickups and deposits of containers in storage area or yard are assigned.  
Intermodal:  Relating to cargo which can be handled interchangeably among different 
transportation modes, i.e. truck, rail, ocean and air.  
LCL:  Less than container load.  
Length Overall (LOA):  Linear measurement of a vessel from bow to stern.  
Lift-On/Lift-Off (LO/LO):  Cargo handling technique involving transfer of commodities to 
and from the ship using shore side cranes or ship's gear.  
Liner Service:  Sailings between specified ports on a regularly scheduled basis.  
Liquid Bulk:  Cargo which is transported and stored in liquid form, other than in a drum or 
similar vessel.  
Longshoremen:  Individuals who perform services under the direction of a terminal 
operator or stevedoring company such as operating equipment, rigging cargo or 
administrative tasks associated with the loading or unloading of a vessel.  
Long Ton:  A long ton equals 2,240 pounds or 1,016 kilograms.  
Marshaling Yard:  Any open area for either assembly of cargo for export or placement of 





Mean Low Water (MLW):  Lowest average level water reaches on an outgoing tide.  
Mean High Water (MHW):  Highest average level water reaches on an outgoing tide.  
Tonne or Metric Tonne:  2,204.6 pounds.  
Motor Ship (MS) or Motor Vessel (MV):  A ship propelled by internal-combustion engines. 
On-Dock Rail:  Direct shipside rail service. Includes the ability to load and unload 
containers / break-bulk directly from rail car to vessel.  
On-Terminal Rail:  Railroad service and track access provided within a designated terminal 
area.  
Reefer:  Refrigerated cargo, whether break-bulk or containerized. Also refers to a ship's 
capability to handle such cargo, and storage areas, containers, etc., used to store and 
transport them.  
Roll-on/Roll-off (RO/RO):  Transportation mode utilizing ramp equipped vessels where 
wheeled equipment and cargo on flatbeds can be driven on or off.  
Rubber-Tired Gantry (RTG):  Traveling crane used for the movement and positioning of 
containers in a container field.  RTG's may also be used for loading and unloading 
containers from rail cars.  
Short Ton:  A short ton equals 2,000 pounds or 907 kilograms.  
Steamship Line:  Organization that operates ocean carriers/vessels to transport cargo.  
Stevedore:  Agency retained by the vessel operator or agent to determine the method 
cargo is to be loaded or discharged and to provide the necessary equipment and labor to 
execute the handling and supervise the actual handling process.  
Shipper:  Organization responsible for the packaging and shipping of a commodity.  
Stripping:  The process of removing cargo from a container, or the process for pumping the 
last of the cargo from a liquid bulk carrier.  
Stuffing:  The process of packing a container with loose cargo prior to inland or ocean 
shipment.  
Top-lift:  A piece of equipment similar to a forklift that lifts cargo, usually containers, from 
above rather than below. Top-lifts are used to handle containers in the storage yard to and 





Trailer on Flat Car (TOFC): A container placed on a chassis which is in turn placed on a railroad flat 
car.  
Tramp ship:  Any ship other than a liner (see above) that generally operates a charter party 
and can call at any port for cargo.  
Transit Shed:  Located dockside, these buildings are used for temporary storage of 
commodities just before export and immediately following import.  
Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit (TEU):  A unit of measurement equal to the space occupied 
by a standard twenty foot container.  Used in stating the capacity of container vessel or 





The volume of cargo flowing through today’s transportation system is growing at an ever 
increasing rate.  Recent studies show that 90% of all international cargo that enters the 
United States flows through our vast seaport system.  When this cargo enters the US, time 
is of the essence to quickly obtain and verify its identity, screen it against an ever 
increasingly wide variety of security concerns, and ultimately correctly direct the cargo 
towards its final destination. 
 
Over the past few years, new port and container security initiatives and regulations have 
generated huge interest in the need for accurate real-time identification and tracking of 
incoming and outgoing traffic of vehicles and cargo.  On the contrary, the manually intensive 
identification and tracking processes, typically employed today, are inherently both 
inefficient and inadequate, and can be seen as a possible enabling factor for potential 
threats to our ports and therefore our national security.  The contradiction between current 
and required processes coupled to the correlation with accelerated growth in container 
traffic, has clearly identified the need for a solution. 
 
One heavily researched option is the utilization of video based systems implementing 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) processes for automatically extracting the unique 
container identification code to expedite the flow of cargo through various points in the 
seaport.  The actual current process of how this occurs along with the opportunities and 





This thesis will investigate the feasibility of application of motion compensation algorithms as 
an enhancement to OCR systems specifically designed to address the challenges of OCR of 
cargo containers in a seaport environment.  This motion compensation could offer a cost 








1.1  The Maritime Shipping Industry: An Overview 
 
The United States is the largest trading nation in the world for both imports and exports, 
accounting for nearly 20 percent of world trade in goods. Over the last ten years the value of 
America’s international trade in goods has nearly doubled, and rapid growth is expected in 
the next decade as well.  The number of enterprises involved in America’s international 
trade is substantial.  In 2002, approximately 202,800 U.S. importers received goods from 
more than 178,200 foreign exporters via liner shipping. The combined value of U.S. exports 
and imports of goods in 2003 was approximately $1.98 trillion dollars.  Of that amount, 
approximately $807.1 billion was international waterborne trade arriving at or departing from 
U.S. ports. 
 
The majority of this cargo is containerized – that is, it is carried in sealed metal containers 
from point of origin to destination.  In 2003, two-thirds or $491.2 billion, of all cargo was 
transported in a containerized fashion. This total averages to approximately $1.34 billion 
worth of containerized goods moving through domestic ports each day.  
 
These containers usually come in standard sizes, typically 20’, 40’, 45’ and 53’ in length, 
and may include various specialized technologies, such as refrigeration units, or internal 
hanger systems for carrying clothing. Containers serve as both packing crate and in-transit 
warehouse for virtually every type of cargo moving in international commerce. The standard 
measure of the volume of containerized cargo is a TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit). For 
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example, one forty-foot long container of cargo, the most common size in U.S. trades, would 
be counted as two TEUs of cargo. 
 
The worldwide fleet of marine containers in circulation in mid-2003 is estimated to be about 
10.8 million containers with overall capacity of almost 17 million TEUs. There are more than 
4 million containers in use at any given time in the U.S. trades. One forty-foot long container 
(2 TEUs) can hold 20,000 toy dolls, or 6,600 dresses (on hangers), or 3,600 men’s suits (on 
hangers), or approximately 500 computer monitors.  
 
In 2003, approximately 21.3 million TEUs of containerized cargo were imported into or 
exported from the U.S. on roughly 1,040 different individual containerships making about 
17,250 total port calls.  Ships longer than three football fields, and specially designed for 
efficient stacking of containers, can carry more than 6,000 TEUs of cargo on each voyage. 
The majority of the containerized cargo in the U.S. moves from inland point to inland point 
via a multi-modal network linking vessels, seaports, trucks and trains. At the heart of this 
service network is the planning, tracking and delivery of cargo and state-of-the-art 
information systems needed to provide certainty and reliability to the hundreds of thousands 
of American companies engaged in international waterborne commerce.  
  
Container cargo arriving from and departing to America’s foreign markets passes across the 
docks of a select group of U.S. seaports with terminals specially equipped to efficiently 
handle thousands of containers a day – moving them rapidly on and off ships, onto and off 
of truck chassis and rail cars, and into and out of port areas.  
 
In 2003, the top 25 U.S. container ports handled 98% of the total volume of our 
containerized waterborne cargo, with over 83% moving through the top 10 ports and 61% 
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through the top 5 ports. In fact, the port complex of LA/Long Beach in Southern California 
alone accounted for over 36% of all containerized U.S. imports and exports in 2003.  
 
Table 1.1  Top 10 Volume Ports: 2002 
 
U.S. Waterborne Foreign Trade 
Top 30 U.S. Ports (Container Cargo) 
Calendar Year 2003 
(Thousand TEUs) 
 
U.S. Ports Total Export Import 
Los Angeles 4,664 1,022 3,642 
Long Beach 3,091 723 2,368 
New York 2,803 838 1,965 
Charleston SC 1,250 529 721 
Savannah 1,124 529 595 
Norfolk 1,093 460 633 
Oakland 1,064 548 517 
Houston 933 483 450 
Tacoma 931 337 594 
Seattle 815 329 486 
 
 
Worldwide, the liner shipping industry has purchased or assumed responsibility for 
approximately $155 billion in direct operating assets, such as vessels, containers, chassis, 
and marine terminals that are now in service. Of that sum, approximately $40 billion worth of 
assets are devoted to the carriage of American imports and exports. And, given the 
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expected growth of liner cargo, the industry will likely invest another $35 billion over the next 
decade just to accommodate U.S. trade growth. 
 
1.1.1  Georgia’s Role 
The following information gives a high level overview of the significant role the Georgia Ports 
plays in the overall scheme of maritime shipping.  This information is included as reference 
because the operations of the Georgia Ports served as the base for many of the 
investigations of this thesis.  The following was quoted directly from the GPA: 
 
“Since 1945, Georgia’s ports have served as magnets for international trade and 
investment, enriching the state’s economy to benefit all Georgians. The Georgia Ports 
Authority (GPA) is dedicated to providing customers with the most efficient, productive port 
facilities in the nation, and to creating jobs and business opportunities to benefit more than 
8.6 million Georgians. The GPA is committed to maintaining its competitive edge through 
development of leading-edge technology, marketing and operation move cargo faster than 
the competition. And, the Authority is working hard to identify what must be done today to 
sustain growth, performance and security for tomorrow. 
 
Georgia’s deepwater ports in Savannah and Brunswick, together with inland barge 
operations in Bainbridge and Columbus, are Georgia’s gateways to the world. They are the 
critical conduits through which raw materials and finished products flow to and from 
destinations around the globe. 
 
As a quasi-state agency, a thirteen-member Board of Directors governs the activities of the 
GPA. The Board is appointed by the Governor, from the state at large, to serve four-year, 
staggered terms. A Chief Executive Officer, an experienced international transportation 
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professional, implements policy directives, administrative duties and managerial controls. 
 
As one of the state’s largest public employers, the GPA directly employs more than 780 
people. The GPA, however, is responsible for generating far more employment throughout 
the state. GPA operations, together with private sector, port-related operations, account for 
more than 275,968 jobs statewide, billions of dollars in revenue, and income exceeding 
$10.8 billion annually. 
 
The Port of Savannah, home to the largest single-terminal container facility of its kind on the 
U.S. East and Gulf coasts, is comprised of two modern, deepwater terminals: Garden City 
Terminal and Ocean Terminal. Together, these facilities exemplify the GPA’s exacting 
standards of efficiency and productivity. Garden City Terminal is one of the top five 
container handling facilities in the United States, encompassing more than 1,200 acres and 
moving millions of tons of containerized cargo annually. 
 
Ocean Terminal, Savannah’s dedicated break-bulk and Roll-on / Roll-off (Ro-Ro) facility, 
covers 208 acres and provides customers with more than 1.5 million square feet of covered, 
versatile storage. 
 
The Port of Brunswick is comprised of three GPA-owned deepwater terminals, two of which 
are directly operated by the GPA. The port’s well-earned reputation for productivity and 
efficiency is heightened by its position as one of the fastest growing auto and heavy 
machinery ports in North America. Today, more than 12 major auto manufacturers, 
supported by three auto processors, utilize the Colonel’s Island Terminal. The terminal is 
also home to the South Atlantic’s fastest growing bulk export / import operation.  Agricultural 
products from Georgia and the rich U.S. grain belt, as well as import products, flow smoothly 
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across the Colonel’s Island docks. 
 
Brunswick’s Mayor’s Point Terminal facilitates the export of Georgia’s valuable forest 
products, while Marine Port Terminals, operated by Logistec U.S.A., specializes in the 
handling of break-bulk and bulk commodities.  
 
Though Georgia’s inland river terminals have been adversely impacted by drought, Port 
Bainbridge and Port Columbus have been re-tooled to serve as low-cost transportation and 
distribution facilities. These ports are now providing a strategic advantage for commodities 
moving to and from the region.  
 
Through leadership, a desire to excel and proven success, the Georgia Ports Authority 
remains steadfast in its resolve to create economic opportunities for the citizens of Georgia 
and to grow customer business.” 
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1.2  Seaport Security 
 
Since the events of September 11, 2001, port security has emerged as a significant part of 
the overall debate on U.S. homeland security.  Shipping companies have begun making 
additional investments in new technologies and process enhancements in an attempt to 
bolster the security of their own assets and by repercussion are helping to secure America’s 
international cargo transportation.  Many security experts believe ports are vulnerable to 
terrorist attack because of their size, easy accessibility by water and land, and the sheer 
tremendous volume of cargo they handle.  According to conservative estimates, the initial 
start-up expenditures and on-going costs will run to several tens of millions of dollars per 
year for US container trades alone. 
 
Even before the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, government officials and security 
experts were concerned about the security of U.S. ports. In the fall of 2000, the 
Interagency Commission on Crime and Security in U.S. Seaports noted the vulnerability of 
U.S. seaports to terrorism. The report noted that while the FBI then considered the threat of 
terrorist attacks on U.S. seaports to be low; their vulnerability to such attacks was high. 
 
Government leaders and security experts worry that the maritime transportation system 
could be used by terrorists to smuggle personnel, weapons of mass destruction, or other 
dangerous materials into the United States.  They are also concerned that ships in 
U.S. ports, particularly large commercial cargo ships or cruise ships, could be attacked by 
terrorists.  A large-scale terrorist attack at a U.S. port, experts warn, could not only cause 





1.2.1  Cargo Containers 
Container ships are a growing segment of maritime commerce – and thus are the focus of 
much of the attention on seaport security.   More than 6 million cargo containers enter US 
seaports every year.  For comparison, about 13 million containers arrive by truck or rail from 
Canada and Mexico. The United States Customs and Border Patrol (USCBP) analyze 
manifest information about each container and the cargo claimed to be inside, to decide 
which containers are to be targeted for closer inspection.  The decision to inspect is based 
on a complex algorithm including such factors as origin, destination, shipper and claimed 
container contents.  Many details of the targeting process are kept secret for obvious 
reasons.  Only a small portion (5% on average) has their content physically inspected by 
USCBP.  Physical inspection could include non-intrusive scanning the entire container with 
a sophisticated x-ray or gamma ray machine (called a VACIS scanner), unloading the 
contents of a container, or both. 
 
1.2.2  Supply Chain Integrity 
The complexity of the process for completing containerized shipments makes it more difficult 
to ensure the integrity of this type of cargo.  Unlike other cargo ships whose loading process 
occurs at the port and whose cargo is often owned by a single company, container ships 
carry cargo from hundreds of companies and the containers are loaded away from the port 
at individual company warehouses.  A typical single container shipment may involve a 
multitude of parties and generate thirty to forty documents.  A single container could also 
carry cargo for several customers, thus exponentially multiplying the number of parties and 
documents involved. 
 
The parties involved in a shipment usually include the exporter, importer, freight forwarder, 
customs broker, customs inspector, inland transportation provider(s) (which often includes 
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more than one trucker and trucking company or railroad), the port terminal operators, 
possibly a feeder ship or distribution center personnel and the ocean carrier.   
 
Each transfer of the container from one party to the next is a point of vulnerability in the 
supply chain. The security of each transfer facility and the trustworthiness of each company 
are therefore critical in the overall security of the shipment.  It is also important to keep in 
mind that not all US bound containers arrive at US ports.  Half of the containers discharged 
at the Port of Montreal, for instance, move by truck or rail for cities in the Northeastern or 





OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION 
 
2.1  What is Optical Character Recognition (OCR)? 
 
OCR is the abbreviated name for Optical Character Recognition.  This technology allows a 
machine to recognize characters through an optical device or analysis of an image.   
Humans recognize objects in this manner with our eyes as our “optical device.”  While the 
brain “sees” the input, the ability to comprehend these signals varies in each person 
according to many factors.  By reviewing these differences, we can understand the 
challenges faced by the researcher developing an OCR system.     
 
For example, there is great similarity between many numerical and alphabetical symbols.    
While examining a string of characters combining letters and numbers, there is very little 
visible difference between a capital letter “O” and the numeral “0.” Humans can re-read the 
previous sentence or even the entire paragraph to help determine the accurate 
representation.  However, it is much more difficult for a machine to have this sort of 
contextual intelligence.     
 
We rely on contrast to help us recognize characters.  We may find it very difficult to read text 
which appears against a very dark background, or is printed over other words or graphics.    
Programming a system to interpret only relevant data and disregard the rest is also a very 




Machine simulation of human functions has been a very challenging research field since the 
advent of digital computers.  In some areas, requiring certain amounts of intelligence, such 
as mathematical operations or playing chess, tremendous improvements have been 
obtained.  However, humans still outperform even the most powerful computers in routine 
functions such as vision.  Machine simulation of human reading is one of these areas, which 
has been the subject of intensive research for the last three decades, yet it is still far from 
the final frontier. 
 
There are many other problems which challenge the developers of OCR systems.  This 
section of the thesis will explore the various inner-workings of the OCR process and its 
applicability to a reading ISO container codes on intermodal cargo containers. 
 
2.2  Methodologies of the OCR Process 
 




4) Training and Recognition 
5) Post-Processing 
In some methods, some of these stages are merged and/or omitted.  In some other 
applications a feedback mechanism is used to update the output of each stage. 
 
2.2.1  Pre-Processing 
Raw data, depending on the data collection type, is subjected to a number of preliminary 
processing steps to make it usable in the descriptive stages of character analysis.  The goal 
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of pre-processing is to help groom data so it is easier for the OCR systems to operate on 
accurately.  This is a very important area of focus for the application in a seaport 
environment, as it is this stage that motion compensation would be applied. 
 
The main objectives of pre-processing are  
1) noise reduction 
2) normalization of the data 
3) compression of information to be retained 
In order to achieve the above objectives, the following techniques are used in the pre-
processing stage.   
 
Noise Reduction 
Noise, introduced by the quality of the optical device or more specific to the seaport 
application is background image noise from the irregular surface of an container described 
previously.  Regardless of the various ways for noise to occur, it causes disconnected line 
segments, bumps and gaps in lines, filled loops, etc.  The distortion, including local 
variations, rounding of corners, dilation, and erosion, is also a problem.  Prior to the actual 
OCR, it is important to eliminate these imperfections.   Hundreds of available noise reduction 
techniques can be categorized in three major groups [153], [161]. 
 
Filtering 
This aims to remove noise and diminish spurious points, usually introduced by poor 
sampling rate of the data acquisition device.  Various spatial and frequency domain filters 
can be designed for this purpose.  The basic idea is to convolute a predefined mask with the 
image to assign a value to a pixel as a function of the gray values of its neighboring pixels.  
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Filters can be designed for smoothing [104], sharpening [105], thresholding [119], removing 
slightly textured or colored background [101], and contrast adjustment purposes [142]. 
Morphological Operations 
Morphological operations filter the document image replacing the convolution operation by 
logical operations.  Various morphological operations can be designed to connect the 
broken lines [7], decompose connected lines [26], smooth contours, reduce wild points, 
[153], thin characters [147] and extract the boundaries [185].  Therefore, morphological 
operations can be successfully used to remove the noise on the images due to low quality of 
the characters themselves. 
 
Noise Modeling 
Noise could be removed by some calibration techniques if a model for it were available.  
However, modeling the noise is not possible in most applications.  This is specifically true for 
a seaport, where it is impossible to tell where and how the noise will occur.  There is very 
little work on modeling noise introduced by optical distortion, such as speckle, skew, and 
blur [10], [92].  Nevertheless, it is possible to assess the quality of the images and remove 
the noise to a certain degree, as suggested in [21]. 
 
Normalization 
Normalization methods aim to remove the variations of the characters and obtain as 
standardized a data-set as possible.  The following are the basic methods for normalization 
[40], [55].   
1) skew normalization 
2) slant normalization 
3) size normalization 
4) contour smoothing 
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Iijima also wrote two very important papers in 1962 and 1963 regarding the theory of 
normalizing patterns [32] and the theory of feature extraction [33].   These papers have had 
a great influence on the field of OCR and pattern recognition.   Iijima proved that the 
mathematical form of the transformation must be a convolution of the signal ( ')f x  with a 
Gaussian kernel.   This kernel produced a blurring transformation.   Initially the research was 
to try to recover the blurring effect from the imaging system and obtain normalization of the 
blurring.   This quickly led to use the blurring transformation on the input characters instead 
of the output.   Today, the blurring preprocessing step is a widely used process in different 
types of pattern recognition.    
 
Skew and slant normalization (below) are not typically an issue in the application to 
preparing container code for OCR.  These normalization processes are typically needed in 
handwritten text and are included for reference and completeness. 
 
Skew Normalization 
Due to inaccuracies in the image capture process, the characters might be slightly tilted or 
curved within the image.  This can hurt the effectiveness of later algorithms and, therefore, 
should be detected and corrected.   Additionally, some characters are distinguished 
according to the relative position with respect to the baseline (e.g., “9” and “g”).  Methods of 
baseline extraction include using the projection profile of the image [78], a form of nearest 
neighbors clustering [61], cross correlation method between lines [31], and using the Hough 
transform [189].  In [134], an attractive repulsive NN is used for extracting the baseline of 
complicated handwriting in heavy noise.  After skew detection, the character or word is 
translated to the origin, rotated, or stretched until the baseline is horizontal and retranslated 




One of the measurable factors of different handwriting styles is the slant angle between the 
longest stroke in a word and the vertical direction.  Slant normalization is used to normalize 
all characters to a standard form.  The most common method for slant estimation is the 
calculation of the average angle of near-vertical elements.  In [111], vertical line elements 
from contours are extracted by tracing chain code components using a pair of one-
dimensional (1-D) filters.  Coordinates of the start and end points of each line element 
provide the slant angle.  Another study [56] uses an approach in which projection profiles 
are computed for a number of angles away from the vertical direction.  The angle 
corresponding to the projection with the greatest positive derivative is used to detect the 
least amount of overlap between vertical strokes and, therefore, the dominant slant angle. 
 
Size Normalization 
This is used to adjust the character size to a certain standard.  Methods of OCR may apply 
both horizontal and vertical size normalizations.  In [186], the character is divided into 
number of zones and each of these zones is separately scaled.  Size normalization can also 
be performed as a part of the training stage, and the size parameters are estimated 
separately for each particular training data [5]. 
 
Size normalization is of possible use for container codes to help standardize the data-set as 
much as possible.  As described previously, the font as well as the size of the container 








It generally reduces the number of sample points needed to represent the script, thus 
improving efficiency in remaining preprocessing steps [7], [104].  This smoothing is similar to 
the blurring transformation mentioned previously. 
 
Compression 
It is well known that classical image compression techniques transform the image from the 
space domain into domains which are not suitable for recognition.  Compression for OCR 
requires space domain techniques for preserving the shape information.  Two popular 
compression techniques are thresholding and thinning. 
 
Thresholding 
In order to reduce storage requirements and to increase processing speed, it is often 
desirable to represent gray-scale or color images as binary images by picking a threshold 
value.  Two categories of thresholding exist: global and local.  Global thresholding picks one 
threshold value for the entire document image which is often based on an estimation of the 
background level from the intensity histogram of the image [160].  Local (adaptive) 
thresholding use different values for each pixel according to the local area information [151]. 
 
Thinning 
While it provides a tremendous reduction in data size, thinning extracts the shape 
information of the characters.  Two basic approaches for thinning are 1) pixel wise and 2) 
non-pixel wise thinning [97].  Pixel wise thinning methods locally and iteratively process the 
image until one pixel wide skeleton remains.  They are very sensitive to noise and may 
deform the shape of the character.  Non-pixel wise methods use some global information 
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about the character during the thinning.   They produce a certain median or centerline of the 
pattern directly without examining all the individual pixels [11]. 
 
Segmentation 
The pre-processing stage yields a “clean” document in that shape information and low noise 
on a normalized image is obtained.  The next stage is segmenting the document into its 
subcomponents.  Segmentation is an important stage because the extent one can reach in 
separation of characters directly affects the recognition rate of the overall procedure.  There 
are two types of segmentation: external and internal. 
 
External Segmentation 
It is the most critical part of the image analysis, which is a necessary step prior to the actual 
OCR and simply includes segmenting the image into text and non-text regions. 
 
Internal Segmentation 
This is the process of breaking the character into individual segments.  These strategies are 
divided into three categories [22]. 
1) Explicit segmentation 
2) Implicit segmentation 
3) Mixed segmentation 
Explicit Segmentation: 
In this strategy, the segments are identified based on “character-like” properties.  The 







This segmentation strategy is based on recognition.  It searches the image for components 
that match predefined classes.  Segmentation is performed by the use of recognition 
confidence, including syntactic or semantic correctness of the overall result. 
 
Mixed Strategies: 
Combines explicit and implicit segmentation in a hybrid way.  A dissection algorithm is 
applied to the image, but the intent is to “over segment,” i.e., to cut the image in sufficiently 
many places that the correct segmentation boundaries are included among the cuts made. 
 
Representation 
Image representation plays one of the most important roles in a recognition system.  In the 
simplest case, gray-level or binary images are fed to a recognizer.  However, in most of the 
recognition systems, in order to avoid extra complexity and to increase the accuracy of the 
algorithms, a more compact and characteristic representation is required.  For this purpose, 
a set of features is extracted for each class that helps distinguish it from other classes while 
remaining invariant to characteristic differences within the class [131].  In the following, 
hundreds of document image representation methods are categorized into three major 
groups. 
 
1) Global Transformation and Series Expansion 
2) Statistical Representation 






Global Transformation and Series Expansion 
A continuous signal usually contains more information than needs to be represented for the 
purpose of classification.  This may be true for discrete approximations of continuous signals 
as well.  One way to represent a signal is by a linear combination of a series of simpler well-
defined functions.  The coefficients of the linear combination provide a compact encoding 
known as transformation or/and series expansion.   Deformations like translation and 
rotations are invariant under global transformation and series expansion.  Common 
transform and series expansion methods used in the OCR field and include the following. 
 
Fourier Transforms: 
The general procedure is to choose magnitude spectrum of the measurement vector as the 
features in an n-dimensional Euclidean space.   
 
Gabor Transform: 
This is a variation of the windowed Fourier transform.  In this case, the window used is not a 
discrete size but is defined by a Gaussian function [62]. 
 
Wavelets: 
Wavelet transformation is a series expansion technique that allows us to represent the 
signal at different levels of resolution.    
 
Moments: 
Moments, such as central moments, Legendre moments, and Zernike moments, form a 
compact representation of the original document image that make the process of 
recognizing an object scale, translation, and rotation invariant [34], [83].  Moments are 
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considered as series expansion representation since the original image can be completely 
reconstructed from the moment coefficients. 
 
Karhunen–Loeve Expansion: 
This is an eigenvector analysis which attempts to reduce the dimension of the feature set by 
creating new features that are linear combinations of the original ones.  It is the only optimal 
transform in terms of information compression.   Karhunen–Loeve expansion is used in 
several pattern recognition problems such as face recognition. 
 
Statistical Representation: 
Representation of an image by statistical distribution of points takes care of style variations 
to some extent.  Although this type of representation does not allow the reconstruction of the 
original image, it is used for reducing the dimension of the feature set providing high speed 
and low complexity.    
 
Geometrical and Topological Representation: 
Various global and local properties of characters can be represented by geometrical and 
topological features with high tolerance to distortions and style variations.  This type of 
representation may also encode some knowledge about the structure of the object or may 
provide some knowledge as to what sort of components make up that object.  Hundreds of 
topological and geometrical representations can be grouped into the following categories. 
 
Extracting and Counting Topological Structures: 
In this representation, a predefined structure is searched in a character or word.  The 
number or relative position of these structures within the character forms a descriptive 
representation.   Common primitive structures are the strokes, which make up a character.   
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These primitives can be as simple as lines and arcs which are the main strokes of Latin 
characters and can be as complex as curves and splines making up Arabic or Chinese 
characters 
 
Measuring and Approximating the Geometrical Properties: 
In many studies [36] and [94], the characters are represented by the measurement of the 
geometrical quantities such as the ratio between width and height of the bounding box of a 
character, the relative distance between the last point and the last y-min, the relative 
horizontal and vertical distances between first and last points, distance between two points, 
comparative lengths between two strokes, width of a stroke, upper and lower masses of 
words, and word length.  A very important characteristic measure is the curvature or change 
in the curvature [133].   
 
Coding: 
One of the most popular coding schemas is Freeman’s chain code.  This coding is 
essentially obtained by mapping the strokes of a character into a 2-D parameter space, 
which is made up of codes.  There are many versions of chain coding.  As an example, in 
[57], the character frame is divided to left–right sliding window and each region is coded by 
the chain code. 
 
Graphs and Trees: 
Words or characters are first partitioned into a set of topological primitives, such as strokes, 
loops, cross points, etc.  Then, these primitives are represented using attributed or relational 




The major goal of representation is to extract and select a set of features, which maximizes 
the recognition rate with the least amount of elements.  In [87], feature extraction and 
selection is defined as extracting the most representative information from the raw data, 
which minimizes the within class pattern variability while enhancing the between class 
pattern variability.   
 
2.2.2  Training and Recognition Techniques 
OCR systems extensively use the methodologies of pattern recognition, which assigns an 
unknown sample into a predefined class.   Numerous techniques for OCR can be 
investigated in four general approaches of pattern recognition, as suggested in [76]: 
1) Template Matching 
2) Statistical Techniques 
3) Structural Techniques 
4) Neural Networks (NN’s) 
5) Combined Techniques 
 
Occasionally, an OCR technique in one approach can also be considered to be a member of 
other approaches.   In all of the above approaches, OCR techniques use either holistic or 
analytic strategies for the training and recognition stages: holistic strategy employs top–
down approaches for recognizing the full word, eliminating the segmentation problem.  The 
price for this computational savings is to constrain the problem of OCR to limited word set.   
However, the analytic strategies employ bottom–up approaches starting from stroke or 
character level and going toward producing a whole word.  Explicit or implicit segmentation 
algorithms are required for this strategy, not only adding extra complexity to the problem, but 
also introducing segmentation error into the system.  If the segmentation stage was carried 
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out effectively previously, the problem is reduced to the recognition of simple isolated 
characters or strokes. 
 
Template Matching 
OCR techniques vary widely according to the feature set selected from the long list of 
features described in the previous section for image representation.  Features can be as 
simple as the gray-level image frames with individual characters or words or as complicated 
as graph representation of character primitives.  The simplest way of OCR is based on 
matching the stored prototypes against the character or word to be recognized.  Generally 
speaking, matching operation determines the degree of similarity between two vectors 
(group of pixels, shapes, curvature, etc.) in the feature space.  Matching techniques can be 
studied in three groups. 
 
Direct Matching 
A gray-level or binary input character is directly compared to a standard set of stored 
prototypes.  According to a similarity measure (e.g., Euclidean, Mahalanobis, Jaccard, or 
Yule similarity measures, etc.), a prototype matching is done for recognition. 
 
The matching techniques can be as simple as one-to-one comparison or as complex as 
decision tree analysis in which only selected pixels are tested.  A template matcher can 
combine multiple information sources, including match strength and k-nearest neighbor 
measurements from different metrics [46], [175].  Although direct matching method is 
intuitive and has a solid mathematical background, the recognition rate of this method is 





Deformable Templates and Elastic Matching 
An alternative method is the use of deformable templates, where an image deformation is 
used to match an unknown image against a database of known images.  In [73], two 
characters are matched by deforming the contour of one to fit the edge strengths of the 
other.  A dissimilarity measure is derived from the amount of deformation needed, the 
goodness of fit of the edges, and the interior overlap between the deformed shapes. 
 
The basic idea of elastic matching is to optimally match the unknown symbol against all 
possible elastic stretching and compression of each prototype.  Once the feature space is 
formed, the unknown vector is matched using dynamic programming and a warping function 
[68], [169].   
 
Relaxation Matching 
It is a symbolic level image matching technique that uses feature-based description for the 
character image.   First, the matching regions are identified.  Then, based on some well-
defined ratings of the assignments, the image elements are compared to the model.  
Recognition is done by computing the matching probabilities between two features by a 
relaxation method.    
 
The matching techniques mentioned above are sometimes used individually or sometimes 
they are combined in various ways as part of a composite style OCR scheme. 
 
Statistical Techniques 
Statistical decision theory is concerned with statistical decision functions and a set of 
optimality criteria, which maximizes the probability of the observed pattern given the model 
of a certain class [38].  Statistical techniques are mostly based on three major assumptions: 
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⋅ Distribution of the feature set is Gaussian or in the worst case uniform. 
⋅ There are sufficient statistics available for each class. 
⋅ Given ensemble of images, one is able to extract a set of features 
resent an 
nal word unit.  The major statistical approaches 
pplied in the OCR field are listed below. 
t 
g the cluster, whose center is the minimum 
istance from the pattern over all the clusters. 
 
according 
 some decision rules such as maximum likelihood or Bayes’ method. 
 
The measurements taken from n  features of each word unit can be thought to rep
n-dimensional vector space and the vector, whose coordinates correspond to the 




This method is used to separate different pattern classes along hyper-planes defined in a 
given hyper-space.   The best known method of non-parametric classification is the Neural 
Network and is extensively used in OCR [159].  It does not require a priori information abou




Since a priori information is available about the characters in the training data, it is possible
to obtain a parametric model for each character [14].  Once the parameters of the model, 









The clusters of character features, which represent distinct classes, are analyzed by w
clustering m
ay of 
ethods.  Clustering can be performed either by agglomerative or divisive 
lasses under specified rules 







 related to each other, and there is no systematic 
pproach developed for this purpose. 
algorithms. 
Agglomerative algorithms operate step-by-step merging of small clusters into larger ones by 
a distance criterion, while divisive methods split the character c
w
 
Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) 
HMM’s are the most widely and successfully used technique for OCR situations [26], 
[89], [120], [121].  It is defined as a stochastic process generated by two interrelated
mechanisms: a Markov Chain having a finite number of states and a set of random 
functions, each of which is associated with a state [145].  At discrete instants of time, the 
process is assumed to be in some state, and an observation is generated by the random 
function corresponding to the current state.   The underlying Markov chain then change
states according to its transitional probabilities.   Here, the job is to build a model that 
explains and characterizes the occurrence of the observed symbols [77].   The output 
corresponding to a single symbol can be characterized as discrete or continuous.  Discre
outputs may be characters from a finite alphabet or quantized vectors from a codebook,
while continuous outputs are represented by samples from a continuous waveform.  In 
generating a word or a character, the system passes from one state to another, each state 
emitting an output according to some probabilities until the entire word or character is out
The major design issue in the HMM problem is the selection of the feature set and HMM 





Fuzzy Set Reasoning 
Instead of using a probabilistic approach, this technique employs fuzzy set elements in 
describing the similarities between the features of the characters.  Fuzzy set elements give 
more realistic results when there is no a priori knowledge about the data, and therefore, the 
probabilities cannot be calculated.   The characters can be viewed as a collection of strokes
which are compared to reference patterns by fuzzy similarity measures.   Since the strokes 
under consideration are fuzzy in nature, the concept of fuzziness is utilized in the similarity 
measure.  In order to recognize a character, an unknown input character is matched with 
the reference characters and is assigned to the class of the refe
, 
all 
rence character with the 
ighest score of similarity among all the reference characters.   h
 
Structural Techniques 
The recursive description of a complex pattern in terms of simpler patterns based on the 
shape of the object was the initial idea behind the creation of structural pattern recognition. 
These patterns are used to describe and classify the characters in the OCR systems.  The 
characters are represented as the union of the structural primitives.  It is assumed that the





.   The following are structural methods that are currently applied to OCR 
chemes. 
 




In the mid-1960s, researchers started to consider the rules of linguistics for analyzing the
speech and writing.  Later, various orthographic, lexicographic, and linguistic rules were 
applied to the recognition schemes.  The grammatical methods create some production 
rules in order to form the characters from a set of primitives through formal grammars.  
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syntactic and/or semantic rules [137].  Grammatical methods are mostly used in the post-
processing stage for correcting the recognition errors [17], [152].   
 
Graphical Methods 
Character units are represented by trees, graphs, di-graphs, or attributed graphs.  The 
character primitives (e.g., strokes) are selected by a structural approach, regardless of how 
the final decision is made in the recognition [82], [180].   
For each class, a graph or tree is formed in the training stage to represent strokes, letters, or 
words.  Recognition stage assigns the unknown graph to one of the classes by using a 
graph similarity measure.   
 
Neural Networks (NN’s) 
A NN is defined as a computing architecture that consists of a massively parallel 
interconnection of adaptive “neural” processors.  Because of its parallel nature, it can 
perform computations at a higher rate compared to the classical techniques.   Because of its 
adaptive nature, it can adapt to changes in the data and learn the characteristics of input 
signal.  An NN contains many nodes.  The output from one node is fed to another one in the 
network and the final decision depends on the complex interaction of all nodes.  NN 
architectures can be classified into two major groups: feed-forward and feed-back 
(recurrent) networks.  The most common NN’s used in OCR systems are the multilayer 
perceptron of the feed-forward networks and the Kohonen’s self organizing map (SOM) of 
the feedback networks. 
 
Combined Techniques 
The above indicates that there are many training and recognition methods available for the 
OCR systems.   All of the methods have their own superiorities and weaknesses.  Various 
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strategies are developed by combining the OCR techniques previously mentioned.  
Hundreds of these studies can be classified either according to the algorithmic point of view, 
the representational point of view, or according to the architecture they use [3]. 
 
2.2.3  Post-Processing 
Until now, no semantic information has been considered for usage during the stages of OCR 
discussed thus far.  It is well known that humans read by context up to 60% of the time.  
While pre-processing tries to “clean” the image in a certain sense, it may remove important 
information, since the context information is not available at this stage.   The lack of context 
information during the segmentation stage may cause even more severe and irreversible 
errors since it yields meaningless segmentation boundaries.  It is clear that if the semantic 
information were available to a certain extent, it would contribute a lot to the accuracy of the 
OCR stages.  However, the entire OCR problem is for determining the context of the 
document image.  Therefore, utilization of the context information in the OCR problem 
creates a chicken and egg problem.   
 
The review of the recent OCR research indicates minor improvements when only shape 
recognition of the character is considered.  Therefore, the incorporation of context and 
shape information in all the stages of OCR systems is necessary for meaningful 
improvements in recognition rates.  This is done in the post-processing stage with a 
feedback to the early stages of OCR. 
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2.3  Commercial Applications of OCR 
 
As the cargo industry continues to grow so do the market segments that technology 
companies try to capitalize on.  Shown below are some of the commercially available OCR 
systems.  These products vary slightly in application and setup but all are mainly the same 
large array of cameras that is required to produce the kind of images needed to accomplish 
OCR in such a challenging environment.   
 
The technology is currently quite cumbersome, requiring, as is shown, quite an array of tools 
to be implemented and more importantly, maintained over time.  Finally, because of the 
high-technology nature of the solution, the size of installation as well as its relative newness, 
the price for this type of container recognition system is quite expensive. 
 
Notice the large array of cameras, lights and other equipment needed to, among other 
things, compensate for the motion of the truck driving through the portal.  Even with this 
level of technology, the truck still has to pass through at a relatively low speed.  
 
The main vendors and their accompanying photos offering products are SAIC, High Tech 




















Figure 2.2  Commercial OCR for Railroads 
 
 














SEAPORT OPTIMIZATION  
 
3.1  Operations Overview 
 
This operation of an intermodal transportation terminal is one of the most complex 
environments in the transportation industry.  The investment in even a mid-sized terminal 
can easily be more than one-hundred million dollars.  Participating in the overall operation of 
most terminals are a wide variety of players:  Shipping companies, terminal operators, 
railroads and trucking companies, brokers, shippers, forwarders and Government agencies 
all work together to move cargo from one place to another.  Balancing the often conflicting 
objectives, interests and operational criteria is again a very complex task. 
 
The goal of this section of the thesis is to give an overview of intermodal terminal 
operations, highlighting the different ways cargo arrives and leaves the port; as it is as these 
egress points that character recognition would be taking place.   
 
The phrase “port operations” in short, refers to all the services required to move cargo inside 
of a port facility.  The dynamics of the processes that take place inside the terminal initially 
depend on the nature of the cargo being handled, import or export.  Once this is established 
other factors such as type of terminal and mode of transportation, cargo handling technology 
as well as financial capabilities and labor relationships of a given port.  These elements are 
important to note but the latter are usually fairly stable once established. 
In an attempt to simplify the obvious complex environment, the port can be broken into four 




1) Water side (berth) interface 
2) Ship operations 
3) Yard operations 
4) Land side interface 
 
Scheduling could be classified as the sixth area of activity, while it affects all of the other five 
activities it mainly serves as coordination between the water side interface and the gate 








Figure 3.2  Aerial Photo of the GPA Garden City Terminal 
 
 
3.1.1  Water-side (Berth) Interface 
The berth is the quite simply the parking place on the dock for the container ship.  The 
terminal operator usually knows in advance when a ship is a reasonable distance away in 
order to do some scheduling and coordination with other arriving ships.  Before this ship 
arrives it is required by a new federal law entitled the “24-Hour Rule”, for the manifest of the 
arriving ship including all container numbers and their destinations to be transmitted to the 
destination Port at least twenty-four hours before arrival.   
 
 
Figure 3.3  Three of the Seventeen Quay Cranes at GPA 
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Once this information received it is loaded into the ports “Terminal Operating System” or 
TOS.  In turn the TOS automatically provides a notification to the receiving party that the 
container will soon be ready to pick-up, and assign a “booking number” for each container.  
The TOS also begins to plan where to place all the containers once they arrive.  This 
information will link to the “land side interface” that will be discussed in a moment and will 
complete the information loop. 
 
3.1.2  Ship Operations 
The ship operation involves the loading and unloading of containers and cargo onboard the 
vessel.  This movement is done with special (very large) cranes called quay cranes.  A ship 
normally will have two to three quay or gantry cranes “working it” to handle the task of either 
loading or unloading the vessel as quickly as possible.  The efficiency of the quay cranes is 
the most important factor in determining the vessels turnaround time, and thus the cranes 
must work in carefully coordinated synchronization to ensure this happens. 
 
 
Figure 3.4  Container Being Loaded Onto a Jockey Truck 
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Once the quay crane takes the container from the vessel, it must be identified for tracking in 
order to continue on to the rest of the operations at the port.  This is the first opportunity to 
apply optical character recognition to capture the container identification codes.  Currently 




Figure 3.5  RTG Moving a Container 
 
3.1.3  Yard Operations 
The yard operation is probably the busiest of all activities in the terminal.  The quay crane 
delivers the container from the vessel on to what is called a jockey-truck.  The jockey truck is 
a small truck with a flatbed attached big enough to carry a container.  The jockey truck driver 
is like the taxi driver for the container, delivering it to a predetermined area in the yard.  
Once there, a container handler such as a top-pick (a variation of a really large fork-lift) will 
lift the container from the jockey truck and place it into the container stack, again into a 
predetermined location.  In some terminals the containers are delivered directly to the yard 




Figure 3.6  Aerial Photo of the GPA Container Yard  
 
3.1.4  Land Side Interface 
The main portion of this area of activities involves gate operations.  For example at the 
Georgia Ports Authority’s Garden City terminal there are thirty-three total truck gates 
operated by clerks in a central processing location called the “kitchen.”  These clerks 
process paperwork and grant access to incoming and outgoing trucks.  It is important to 
understand the current process a truck goes through upon arrival at a Port.  The process 
listed below is extracted exactly from the Georgia Ports Trucker’s Guide [64] 
 
When a trucker arrives at the Garden City terminal these are the instructions they are given: 
Delivery and Pickup Instructions: 
 
1) Please have the following information available and ready at the time you arrive at the 
pedestal. 
a. Tractor license plate number 
b. Trucking company you represent 
c. Load or empty 
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d. Steamship line 
e. Booking number, Container number, or EDO number 
2) When complete, the clerk will print you a drop-off and/or a pick-up ticket.  You then can 
proceed to the interchange lanes for the inspection process. 
3) If there is an error of any kind, the clerk will print you a trouble ticket.  You will then 
proceed to the Trucker’s Assistance Kiosk (TAK).  There you will find pay phones, GPA 
house phones and a printer. 
a. For paperwork issues, call your dispatcher.  The dispatcher can fax the proper 
information to your attention at the gate operation office at 912-963-6926 
b. For booking related errors, use the house phone.  It will automatically dial a GPA 
gate customer service representative (CSR).  When the error is corrected, the 
CSR will transfer you to the ILA clerk to finish your transaction.  The ILA clerk 
can then print you the applicable ticket.  You then can proceed to the interchange 
lines. 
c. If you exit the gate without resolving the trouble, you must turn in the trouble 
ticket to the port police officer at the gatehouse. 
4) At the interchange lane, give the clerk your ticket.  The clerk will then perform the 
inspection of the unit using a Radio Data Terminal (RDT).  Give the clerk any export 
documents, hazmat documents, etc. as required/ 
5) The clerk will then print two EIR tickets.  One is for you to keep and the other you give to 
the Port police officer at the gatehouse when exiting the terminal. 
6) Proceed into the container yard to the location specified on the EIR ticket. 
7) The Container Handling Equipment (CHE) will be notified via the RDT of your assigned 
location.  When complete, proceed to the wheeled area to park the chassis if necessary.  
You will then proceed to the next location to pick-up another unit.  For faster 
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identification, display your tractor license plate number on the roof of your cab or on a 
large sign. 
8) After you pick up your outbound unit, proceed to the interchange lanes for inspection.  
Provide the clerk with your pick-up ticket. 
9) When complete, the ILA clerk will print two EIR tickets.  One is for you to keep and the 
other you give to the Port police officer at the gatehouse as you exit the terminal. 
 
3.2  Challenges 
 
3.2.1  Overview 
Each of the many containers flowing into terminals and ports every day is laden with a 
unique identification code.  This code will be described in much greater detail later, but in 
short, it is an eleven digit code consisting of four letters followed by seven numerical digits.   
 
Observing the operations of the Georgia Ports as well as the massive amount of containers 
that move around and through it, revealed there are many challenges facing a potential 
implementation of an OCR system in such a demanding and unique environment.   
 
This section will provide a high-level view and outline some of the challenges specifically 
facing the automation and optimization of the processing of containers into and out of the 
port.  These challenges can be roughly broken into four main areas: 
1) Physical container limitations 
2) Identification code characters 
3) Environmental factors 




3.2.2  Physical Container Limitations 
Individual characters of the identification code will quite possibly (and often) will be masked 
by rust, dirt, peeling paint, or unexpected objects such as stickers, vandalism, and logos.  
Also, additional nearby characters representing container information such as weight may 
be misrecognized as part of the actual container identification number and thus will require 
time for the system to remove them, if possible.  It is also important to note that containers 
do not have a consistent surface.  Some containers are smooth surfaced, imposing possible 
glare, while others have vertical structural bars creating an uneven surface and thus 
creating shadows and slant for printed characters. 
 
3.2.3  Identification Codes 
It was determined that even though there is an ISO standard (explained in great detail later 
in this thesis) attempting regulation over the appearance and placement of identification 
codes it does actually very little to reduce the complexity introduced to a potential OCR 
system.  This ISO standard does much more for standardizing the actual number format 
used vice the application thereof.   
 
In summary, although there are generally only three styles of containers, their identification 
codes appear in a wide range of fonts, spacing, locations and sizes from 1”x4” to 3”x6”.  The 
characters on the container identification number can also be aligned in one, two or three 
horizontal or vertical lines.    The color of the containers is also almost completely random, 
ranging in color from dark green to light orange.  This imposes yet another dimension the 
OCR system must deal with.  The identification numbers may also appear slanted due to the 





3.2.4  Environmental Factors 
The illumination in a seaport environment varies according to the time of day, because of 
the often non-stop operations of the facility as well as changing weather.  Sunshine, rain, 
fog, and artificial light will affect the contrast of the container images.  Therefore, the 
recognition system must be robust to changes in illumination and colors used.   
 
3.2.5  The Current Process (motion compensation application) 
All of the aforementioned issues are very real and exist right now at any port throughout the 
world.  As mentioned in the previous chapter on OCR, there has been much research 
accomplished in the area of OCR and while important to note resolving these issues is a 
topic of future work. 
 
Regardless of the time of day, the condition of a container, orientation of characters or 
weather which all cannot be controlled and will vary drastically, the container must still go 
through the same process of entering the port regardless of the conditions.  As previously 
explained in great detail, the current inbound process has the truck and container onboard 
stop at a pedestal to begin the interchange process.  The key word to notice in the previous 
sentence is: stop.  This stopping of the forward progress of the containers is an obvious 
bottleneck in the overall process of getting cargo into and/or out of the port. 
 
At the other end of the spectrum is the desired scenario where the container does not slow 
down at all upon arrival, is processed on-the-fly, and thus given instantaneous entry into the 
port facility.   
 
The obvious challenge here is the balance to keep the cargo moving while trying to obtain a 
clear image of the container identification code for accurate processing by an OCR system.  
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This solution is not so terribly unrealistic, and some commercial vendors have made initial 
attempts at implementing technologies.  A sample of these solutions will be shown in an 
upcoming section.   However, to summarize, current commercial applications compensate 
for this motion of the container by using a vast array of hardware such as cameras and line 




3.3  Container Configuration 
 
3.3.1  Container Identification Codes: ISO 6346:1995 
All cargo containers must be uniquely identified and adhere to the regulations and 
specifications set forth by the International Standards Organization (ISO) in a regulation 
entitled “ISO 6346:1995 Freight Containers - Coding, Identification and Marking”.  This 
section outlines the information in that standard as it explains what types of characters are 
to be dealt with via the OCR system.  These identification numbers are also called "BIC 
Codes" or "ISO Alpha-codes", because they were proposed by the Bureau International des 
Containers (BIC) 
 
The standard states the ISO container codes must consist of: 
⋅ Owner/operator code of four letters, the last one being U for all freight containers  
⋅ Serial number of six numerals 
viding validation of the recording and transmission accuracy 
xample:  BICU 123456 5 
The  
⋅ Control of containers, manually or automatically by computerized and/or remote 
ems at any stage of the transportation chain and especially in intermodal 
⋅ One check digit, pro
E
 
se codes facilitate: 





The SO m of industry leaders and therefore has wide 
acc ta  Currently ISO codes are recognized 
and c
International Air Transport Association (IATA), 
⋅ 
⋅ ion of Railways (UIC), 
⋅ International Road Transport Union (IRU) 
⋅ Approximately 1,200 owners or operators representing more than 90% of the world 
. 
marks
 I  codes were developed by a consortiu
ep nce as the standard for marking all containers. 
 a cepted by: 
⋅ World Customs Organization (WCO)  
⋅ 
International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), 
⋅ International Federation of International Removers (FIDI), 
International Un
⋅ In 110 various countries around the world 
container fleet. 
The following information is referenced directly from the ISO 6346:1995 standard.  It is 
included to provide a clearer picture of how the identification codes should be positioned on 
the container.  There will be more detail, including many photos in the sections to follow
 
Size and color of  
he letters and numerals of the owner code, equipment category identifier, serial number 
s than 100 mm (4 in) high.  The letters and numerals for MAX 
T
and check digit shall be not les
GROSS and TARE shall be not less than 50 mm (2 in) high.  All characters shall be of 
proportionate width and thickness, they shall be durable and in a color contrasting with that 




Layout and location of marks  
The requirements of this clause are particularly applicable to containers of the “closed box” 
type. For containers of other types, all possible practicable steps should be taken to f





The layout of the owner code, equipment category identifier, serial number and check digit 
on containers shall preferably be in one single horizontal line.  Where constructional 
features of the container dictate otherwise, the layout may be vertical.  The layout of size 
and type codes should, as far as practicable, be in a single horizontal line underneath
horizontal line giving the owner code, equipment c
 the 
ategory identifier and serial number and 
heck digit.  When the owner code, equipment category identifier, serial number and check 
er 
l 
datory identification marks is horizontal, the size 
nd type codes should be placed beneath the other mandatory marks.  The size and type 
odes should be used as a whole.  The owner code and equipment category identifier shall 
e joined and shall be separated from the serial number by at least one character space. 
The serial number shall be separated from the check digit by one character space and the 




digit are displayed vertically, the size and type codes should be placed adjacent to the oth
mandatory marks.  If, on some special-purpose containers, a fully horizontal or fully vertica
layout is not possible, the layout of the other mandatory identification marks shall be 
maintained in the horizontal or vertical manner.   
 
On those special-purpose containers where a fully horizontal or fully vertical layout is not 




















































MOTION ESTIMATION AND COMPENSATION 











eeds to be recovered from intensity and color information of a video sequence.  
ng 
 
What is actually estimated when comparing the same point in an image in two consec
frames is displacement vice motion.  However, because there is a strong correlation 
between motion and the displacements found in an image sequence, the terms are used 
interchangeably.  Motion is a prominent source of temporal variations in image sequences. 
In order to model and thus compute motion, an understanding is needed as to how images
are formed.  In most instances motion in image sequences acquired by a video camera i
induced by movement sources: objects in the scene and camera motion. Thus, camera 
parameters, such as its 3-D motion (rotation and translation) or focal length, are important in
motion modeling.  If these parameters are known precisely, only object motion needs to be
recovered.  It should be noted from the previous description of a seaport that the came
location is known and is stationary throughout the capturing sequence.  However, this 
scenario is rather rare and both object and camera motion usually needs to be computed. 
The 3-D motion of objects and camera induces 2-D motion on the image plane via a sui
projection system. It is this 2-D motion, also called apparent motion or optical flow
n
 
An image in a sequence is a single two-dimensional projection from a three-dimensional 
world.  The task of estimating the real world motion is known as motion estimation and faces 
a problem of under-constraint because of the nature of the 2D to 3D transformation requiri
the inversion of a many to one mapping process.  This means that when the motion of an 
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image is estimated we need to make some assumptions concerning the images statistics. 
Once the motion is estimated, we can compensate for it through the appropriately named 
process of motion compensation.  One example of the under-constrained
 
 property of motion 
estimation process is called the aperture problem, and is shown below.   
 
Figure 4.1  Illustration of aperture problem 
stimated.  
motion compensation algorithms assume an image based on the 
lationship:  
 
This image shows that if the aperture window does not reveal enough information about the 
boundaries of the image, then the motion about the image cannot be accurately e
The majority f o
re
 n m( ) ( ( ))I x I F x=  (4.1) 
Where ( )x  is the grey level value at pixel position nI x  in image n of a sequence.  If 
1m n= −  the algorithm performs backwards matching where the current frame is matched 
to the previous in a sequence and conversely for the 1m n= +  scenario.  The model st
above implies that the content of the current image is correlated to the adjacent image 
content in a sequence by the function ( )
ated 
F , this function is the motion model used by a 
motion compensation algorithm.  The other assumption this model makes is that in general 
a sequence of er time.    images consists of the same objects that vary relatively slowly ov
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4.2  Motion Estimation and Compensation Techniques 
ient 
ive 
ethods such as motion compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) are briefly discussed. 
This simple model acco  
 
( , )n x n n n
 
This section investigates a select group of main-stream approaches to motion 
compensation.  The first section will discuss translation motion models including: grad
based, correspondence matching and hierarchical methods followed by higher order 
compensation models including affine, bilinear and perspective models.  Finally, alternat
m
 
4.2.1  Translational Motion Compensation Methods 
unts only for the translational motion in an image plane, given by:
1x T x y x c− = = +
1 ( , )n y n n ny T x y y f− = = +
It has two parameters c  and 
 (4.2) 
f  which denote the translations along x  and y  respectively
The block translational model has been employed in several international standards, such 
as H.261, H.263, MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4.  Wide availability of fast block-matching
solutions in hardware and software makes this model a popular choice. However, in mos





ideo often includes unwanted block artifacts.   v
 
Gradient Estimation Methods 
Gradient-based estimation methods are fundamentally based on the optical flow constrai
equation.  An optical flow field is the distribution of noticed velocities of moving intensity 
patterns in an image.  These velocities are estimated over small time durations and are 
plotted to create the optical flow field representing the estimated 3D motion of objects in
nt 
side 
 2D image sequence.  a aint equation is utilized: To compute this, the optical flow constr
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 ( , ) ( , , )I x x y t t I x y t+ ∆ + ∆ =  (
Where the image intensity at location ( ,
,+ ∆ 4.3) y
)x y  and time t which is represented as a r 
function o , , )y t  is equal to that intensity at time t t+ ∆  an
location ( , )
 scala
f three continuous variables I x d (
x x y y+ ∆ + ∆  where ( , )x y∆ ∆  represents the optical flow.  If a Taylor series
expansion 
 
process is followed, the left hand side of the optical flow constraint equation 
becomes: 
 
( , , ) ( , , ) I I II x x y y t t I x y t x y t
x y t
ε∂ ∂ ∂+ ∆ + ∆ + ∆ = + ∆ + ∆ + ∆ +
∂ ∂ ∂  (4.4) 
( , , ) x y tI x y t I x I y I t ε= + ∆ + ∆ + ∆ +
Where ,x y tI I and I  are partial derivatives and ε  is the highest order terms of the Taylor 






=  we obtain: 
 ( , , ) 0x y t x y tI I I I x t I u I v Idt dt
+ + + + + =  
Where the velocity component in t
dx dy y= (4.5) 
he x  and y  directions are give v  and 
represent the optical flow at point ( , )
n by u  and 
x y .  The partial derivatives ,x y tI I and I  can be 
estimated from the image.  It is important to note uation (4.5) is unconstrained in a 
direction perpendicular to the spatial gradient of ( , )I x y .  This mathematically describes the
aperture problem mentioned previously.  If addition
 that eq
 
al constraints are applied equation (4.5) 






Local Smoothness Constraint 
One common constraint is the “local smoothness constraint” which assumes that 
neighboring points in an image have similar velocities and thus the optical flow being 
relatively smooth in a localized area.  Horn and Schunck [38] used this constraint by 
 




( , ) ( )x y t
u u v vE x y I u I v I
x y x y
λ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + + + + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠  (4.6) 
2 2 2 2 2( ) ( )x y t x y x yI u I v I u u v vλ= + + + + + +
Where the first three terms on the right hand side of the equation are the same as in 
equation (4.5), λ  is the Lagrange multiplier and the squared partial derivatives represent 
the smoothness criterion.  To s veol  for  and  requires the minimization of the following 











E x y dxdy
∈∫∫  
The solution to the above equation requires calculus of various methods and yields an 
iterative solution using pairs of consecutive images.  This procedure generates a velocit
vector for each pixel in the image and thus creates a “dense vector field.”  As its name 
implies, the local smoothness constraint approach is only effective in the main field of a
image and fails in areas of discontinuity such as at the edge of a moving object.  This
approach also requires the values of x , y  and t  to be very small.  If the motion 





Locally Constant Constraint 
Another constraint approach entitled “locally constant constraint” assumes that optical flow 
in a localized area is constant as opposed to just smooth.  Cafforio and Rocca [18] used this
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approach to constraining a gradient based translational motion model.  Cafforio and Rocca 
segmented the images into a sequence of moving foregrounds and stationary background
and could then determine the motion of the foregrou
s 
nd.  This was done by using a linear 
gression 
2 .8) 
assumption must be made that the 
verall motion is small for the approach to be useful. 
  Representing the 
re method to solve the following equation: 
 
,
( )x y tx y FR I u I v I dxdy∈= + +∫∫  (4
Where the limits of evaluation for the integral are over the foreground area of the image.  
However, just as in the “locally smooth” approach the 
o
 
Pel-Recursive Iterative Approach 
Netravali and Robbins in the late 1970’s devised a pel-recursive, iterative approach 
removing this small-motion assumption needed for cons
initially shown motion model function ( )
traint [64, 65, 66].
F x  of (4.1) as ' 'x d+  with ' ( , )Tx x y=  and pixel 
isplacement ' ( , )Tx yd d d=d low is formed:  the new equation (4.9) be
 ( ') ( ' ')n mI x I x d= +  (4.9) 
he Taylor series expan
 ' ( ') ( ')T m md I x xε∇ +
Where 
T sion of this equation then becomes: 
( ') ( ')n mI x I x= +  (4.10) 
( ') ( ( ') ( '))TI x I x I x∂ ∂∇ =  is the partial derivative at position 'm m mx y∂ ∂
x  in image m .  
s  
( ') ( ')n m
The definition of the difference between adjacent frames a
( ')FD x I x I x= −  the above equation becomes: 
 ( ') ' ( ') ( ') ' ( ')T Tm m mFD x d I x x d I xε= ∇ + ≈ ∇  (4.11) 
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This is the discrete equivalent to equation (4.5) with the partial differential in time is 
approximated by a frame difference term of ( ')FD x− .  It is assumed that pixels within a 
calized area of an image have the same displalo ment thus allowing a vector equation to ce
be setup. 
 ' ' 'F D d= Φ  (4.12) 
1 ' '' [ ]T Td F D−= Φ Φ Φ  (4.13) 
his iterative approach linearizes the intensity function around an initial pixel displacement 
ment value 'd  is based on 
ixels previously decoded (above or to the left of current location) a compression algorithm 
 motion vectors need be transmitted. 
rative 
s indicated by the corresponding eigen-vectors.  
Where a solution for 'd  can be found by using a pseudo-inverse approach: 
 
T
estimate of 'd . 
 
The pel-recursive portion of the approach updates the displacement of each pixel on a per 
pixel basis and can therefore theoretically model varying motion within a moving object as 
long as the recursion recourses fairly quickly.  This is an important discovery because if the 
pel-recursion is done in such a way that a current pixel’s displace
p
could be created so that no
 
Other Constraint Methods 
There are a few other methods that have had significant impact on the constraint of the 
gradient-based translational model.  Biemond et al. [10] proposed an improved ite
process that takes into account the higher order terms of the Taylor expansion which were 
previously not valued.  Martinez [56] implemented an entirely different approach 
demonstrating that an eigen-value ratio is dependent on the relative magnitudes of average 
special gradients in the two direction
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Martinez also demonstrated that the motion estimate is most accurate in the direction of the 
maximum image gradient 
 
Correspondence Estimation Methods: Block Matching 
Correspondence methods rely on identifying elements in different images that can be use
to represent the same object at different times in the sequence.  The most widely deplo
approach to correspondence estimation is the block-matching approach.  This approach is 
based on the concept that pixels in a localized region have the same purely translational 








Ghanbari [34] and Zaccarain et al. [102] who have all proposed various improvem
the work of Jain and Jain.  The basic premise of the block matching approach is 
 
Figure 4.2  Block matching approach 
g 
ocess 
 mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE) or a cross-
 
 
The current image is split into small blocks, rectangular in shape and a strategy of searchin
or matching is started.  Each small block is translated over a defined search area and 
compared to the un-translated adjacent image area in the sequence.  This matching pr
is done using either the
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correlation function (CCF).  Both the MSE and MAE methods look for the distortion function 
 for the correlation to reach a maximum value to 
Mean Square Error (MSE) Approach 
At every pixel location in e the comparative error value is 
to be minimized where the CCF looks
indicate a best match. 
 
 the defined search spac
determined over the range of P  pixels: 






MSE I x I x= −∑




x  in image  
and ( ')mI x  is the intensity of the translated pixel location '
n
x  in adjacent image m .  Aft
computing the MSE at all pixel locations in the search space, the
er 
 pixel location having the 
verall lowest error value is designated as the best match for that space.  Now that the new o
best matching location is determined, a motion vector is derived representing a vector 
between the un-translated positions to the best match position. 
 
 search area is of size kIf a defined ±  pixels, and it is known there are P  pixels in the block
and there is one comparison made at each pixel position, thus delivering a “full motion 
search” the number of computation operations needed to perform this full search is 
2(2 1)P k +  operations per block.  There has been much research accomplished to reduce 
this computational load for the MSE approach.  The first idea was once again provided 
Jain and Jain [46] and suggests a reduction in the number of locations at which the MSE 
computation is done by using a two-dimensional directed search approach.  The approach 
exploits the fact that the MSE function is concave over the defined search space.  The 






per iteration forming a cross.  If the minimum value in an iteration is determined to be at the
center of the cross, the dimension of the cross is reduced by two.  This continues until the 
dimension of the cross equals one, at which point a three by three pixel search is 
conducted.  Subsequent research was extended from Jain and Jain’s theme by Ghanb
[34] in 1990 when he suggested a variation that 
 
reduces the computational load even further 
ng that a typical search covers 
ari 
still.  Recalli k±  pixels the reduction in complexity from the 
2( )O k  
accarin [102] who 
uggested the use of a sub-sampling approach.  It is important to note that while the 
, it comes at a cost of 
which 
algorithm, the pixels within a block are 
arranged into a single 
directed search method generally reduces the number of search locations from order 
to (log( ))O k .   
 
Another reduction in computation load stemmed from the work of Z
s
reduction of computational load is in general a good trend to follow
degraded accuracy because of the reduction of the search size.   
 
Successive Elimination Algorithm (SEA) and the MEA Approach 
Along these lines, one approach worth mentioning is that of Li and Salari [54] in 1995 
describes a fast search ethod entitled the Successive Elimination Algorithm (SEA) and 
claims to guarantee the same accuracy as the full search block matching method at a 
 m
reduced computational overhead cost.  In this 
P  length column vector.  The notation of the process follows as such:  
the i th block from an image n  is represented as g ; and from that i th block at a given 
search location k in the ad ted as ,
i
m kg .  Therefore the error 
computation is based on the mean absolute error (MAE) and is defined as: 
i
n
jacent frame m  is represen
, 1
i i i
k n m kMAE g g= −  (4.15)  
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The location ue is used to derive  of the search position  the minimum MAE val





the following relationship applies:
 || | |
1 1j j
α α≤∑ ∑








16) above can be written as: 
1P
| |Ts α α≤  (4.18) 
Then setting ,
i i
n m kg gα = − tion vector x is grater than or 
equal to zero yields: 
 and assuming the intensity at a loca
 , ,1 1 1n m k n m
This last formula (4.19) gives the lo
i i i
kg g g g− ≤ −  (4.19) 
wer bound to the value the MAE can be at a search 
location k .  Having evaluated an initia  at location 0k
i
l MAE for block i = , and setting 
0
i
currentMAE MAE=  can be compared to see if it , every subsequent search location k
satisfies the following condition: 
 ,1 1n m k cu  (4.20) 
min( , )icurrent k currentMAE MAE= is determined 
nd stored.  Once a full search is complete, the resulting currentMAE  represents the location 
for  cted the 
computational load is much less because: 
 
i ig g MAE− ≤
If so, then a new MAE value equal to MAE
rrent
a
the optimal motion vector.  E though the full search is still being conduven 
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• The sum norms values 
1
i
ng  need to be determined once per block 
• The MAE only needs to be actually computed when (4.20) is satisfied 
• The sum norms , 1
i
m kg  can be efficiently updated from adjacent search positions 
ucted 
d an adjacent image m .  








Now that each block in an image n  has a motion vector associated with it, a reconstr
image can be created using them an
  
There has been quite a bit of r
matching algorithm.  Two popular suggestions were the implementation of sub-pixel 
accuracy and block segmentation.   
 
Sub-pixel Accuracy Methods 
In video sequences, all pixels are assumed to lie at integer positions; however, objects do 
not necessarily move in integer-pixel displacements. Many motion compensation algorithm
employ motion vectors with resolution increased to sub-pixel accuracy.  The process 
involves using a half or quarter pixel size step to perform the search for the minimum
value. This increased accuracy typically yields a better prediction of motion at the cost of 
higher motion-vector rate overhead. In many cases, however, a net gain in rate-distortion 
p
positions in between integer pixels, thereby requiring some form of interpolation to
determine sub-pixel values.  There are a few different methods available such as spline
quadratic, sinc and the simplest and most common being the bilinear interpolation method. 
 
Extensive literature has shown that a simple bilinear interpolation achieves good 
performance for half-pixel accuracy in traditional block matching motion compensation 
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methods.  However, to further increase accuracy beyond half-pixel in these systems, bilin
interpolation does not typi
ear 
cally improve performance since the additional motion-vector 
verhead usually outweighs the potential reduction in distortion [26].  As a result, more 





ome techniques suggest splitting the block diagonally, horizontally or vertically; but the 
r splitting is the quad-tree method where the block is divided into 
o
sophisticated interpolation filter
example, quarter-pixel accuracy is achieved in the block matching methods of MPEG
using an 8-tap filter [26]. 
 
Block-Segmentation Methods 
The second popular improvement is that of block segmentation.  The basis for block 
segmentation is that if a search block happens to overlap multiple objects then the norma
process of determining the motion vector cannot possibly work as it would require two 
motion vectors for that one location.  The block segmentation process simply says in
overlapping situation split the block and derives the motion vectors separately [20, 31, 7
S
most popular strategy fo
four smaller sub-blocks.  There are other methods that deviate from the symmetric, 
rectangular shape but are much more cumbersome to implement in actual hardware.   
 
Hierarchical Approach 
The multi-resolution or Hierarchical approach was first introduced in the 1980’s by Bierling
[11] as a solution to the problem of tracking large motion at low computational complexity.  
The theory is that every pair of adjacent images in a given sequence ge
 
nerates a 
orresponding set of low-pass filtered, sub-sampled images.  Each of these copied images 
is scaled by a factor of one-quarter and when compared to the previous image begins to 
create a pyramid type structure, shown below.  It is for this reason that the multi-resolution 






Figure 4.3  Hierarchical block matching scheme 
 
w.  
stimate of the motion at the coarsest level thus 
ducing the computational overhead. 
 
 
This approach begins at the coarsest image scale located at the top of the pyramid shown 
above, where a set of motion vectors are derived using a typical block matching process.  
These vectors are then scaled by a factor of two and sent down the next finer level belo
The idea is to try to generate an initial e
re
 
If the block in use is of size P  at full scale and the hierarchical pyramid has L  levels, and 
the search needs to cover k±  pixels, th per can be found by: 
 








+∑  (4.21) 
y as 
 
blocks in the less textured background seemed to follow the motion of the more textured 
This procedure can reduce the number of operations, compared to a full scale search b
much as a factor of ten.  Bierling noted that when a very textured moved across a less 
textured background, a situation he called the “vector halo” effect occurred.  This included
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object.  Bierling proposed the inclusion of a test at the lowest level to flag all blocks thought 
to be stationary.  Thus, only blocks that are un-flagged could be assigned motion vectors. 
 
4.2.2  Higher-Order Motion Compensation Methods 
After the foundation of translational models and block matching had begun, researchers 
began to look into other innovative ways to improve upon that basic system.  Most of the 
research was based on meshes of connected yet non-overlapping triangles or 
quadrilaterals, some examples of which are shown below.  This connected property of the 
mesh allows the compensation algorithm to avoid the blocking artifacts present in the 
translational models at low bit-rates.  There are many types of mesh arrangements that have 
been used over the years and include mainly, as mentioned before, triangles and 








Figure 4.4  Mesh designs used in higher order motion model schemes 
 
 
In general, irregular structures allow for more accurate motion compensation but also are 
more computationally intense because the location of the irregularly placed vertices needs 
to be sent as additional information in order to be useful.  This additional property gives 
irregular meshes the additional title of content-based or active meshes.  The other 
differences and advantages of one arrangement over another mainly depend on the type of 
motion model operating the mesh pattern. 
 
In addition to the regular and irregular composition of triangular or quadrilateral meshes 
there also exists a “knowledge based” mesh where the type of image sequence is known 
before hand.  For example, a constant focus research is the enhancement of the encoding 
of “head and shoulder” scenes like in a television news broadcast.  In the 1980’s, for this 




The affine motion model uses a mesh of triangles allowing six-degrees of freedom, two 
located at each vertex.  If we have the j th triangle in which a pixel is mapped, we obtain the 
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One important property of the overall affine transform is that parallel lines retain that 
property as do straight lines.  However, neither angles nor lengths are maintained by the 
transformation.  Given a motion vector at each vertex of the triangle all six of the 
corresponding affine transform terms can be uniquely determined.  This transform model is 
the most common and versatile model because it is the simplest in form as well as low in 
computational complexity compared to other transformation alternatives. 
 
Bilinear Transformation 
If a quadrilateral structure is utilized there will be eight degrees of freedom and either the 
bilinear or the perspective transformations can be used.  If we have the j th quadrilateral in 














x a xy a x a y a
y a xy a x a y a
= + + +
= + + +
 (4.23) 
If the quadrilaterals are initially rectangular or otherwise regular in shape, it is much less 
computationally intensive to compute the above eight parameters.  Unlike the affine 
transform, parallel lines are not guaranteed to stay that way, however similar to the affine 





The perspective transformation of the pixel of the j th quadrilateral with parameters 
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This process is by far the most computationally intensive of the three investigated thus far.  
Therefore, the Perspective Transformation model is usually reserved for use with computer 
graphics due to its ability to model motion of rigid planar objects undergoing perspective 
projection. 
 
Alternative Higher Order Transformations 
The main theme to all the previously discussed mesh structures is the fact they are all 
constrained by constant connectivity.  This is an intentional result and a good thing, as it 
reduces blocking artifacts seen in various translational models.  However, In order to 
increase the number of parameters used and thus increase the order of the model, that 
connectivity constraint must be waived or at a minimum reduced.   
 
One popular example of this higher order mesh is suggested by Papadopoulos [76] which 
increases the parameters to twelve represented by , and does not maintain the 
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Once again, the affine transform has the least computation overhead regarding matching as 
well as reconstruction.  Also, because of the lower dimensionality, it is more constrained in 
nature and thus better conditioned in terms of its matching ability.  
 
The next section reviews motion estimation methods that employ various mesh structures 
discussed above.  These methods include similar approaches as discussed before such as 
gradient-based and correspondence matching methods. 
 
Gradient Based Methods 
In 1994 Nakaya and Harashima [62] suggested two strategies for the warping of a triangular 
mesh.  These suggestions were a gradient based and correspondence method.  Both of the 
two methods used a two stage approach to derive the location of the motion field vectors.  
The first stage was the same for both methods in which an energy minimization process was 
implemented.  This energy minimization process was a combination of the block matching 
function, previously discussed in great detail, and a mesh shape preserving method.  In their 
suggestion they based the block matching portion on a very specific seven-by-seven block 
and a  pixel searchable area.  The center-point of each block is located at the vertex of 
a triangle, and the shape preserving function assumes the edges of the triangles are like 
springs and defines a shape preserving energy (SPE) term as such: 
15±
  (4.26) 2( ' )ij ij ijSPE r rκ= −
Where  is the initial length of the edge from the central vertex i  to the adjacent vertex  
and  is the final length after block matching.  The spring constant is represented by 
ijr j
'ijr κ .  
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Here the error is measured by comparing mean absolute difference vice mean square error 
as we saw before in translational models.   represents the intensity value at the un-
translated position 
( )nI x
x  in image n  and  is the resulting intensity value in the 
translated pixel location 
1( ')nI x−
'x  in the previous image 1n − .   
 
Nakaya’s process depends on the assumption that a good estimate of the actual motion was 
determined in the first stage.  Based on this assumption, Nakaya defines a new vector 
estimate which is a combination of the current estimate and by applying the refinement 
vector: 
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As in the translational models, the majority of the gradient based affine methods are based 
upon the same optical flow constraints. 
 
Three years later Altunbasak (GO Yellow Jackets!) and Tekalp suggested four methods for 
mesh based motion compensation [5]; two were called “patch-based” and two “node-based”.  
The patch-based mesh processes only considered one triangle at a time when determining 
updates for the vertices.  This was a very different concept to the current models that 
consider all the triangles associated with the common vertex.  The node-based gradient 
methods suggested by Altunbasak not only update the central vertex but all those 
surrounding it as well. 
 
Huang et al. [41] suggest a hierarchical approach to warping motion estimation.  This 
suggestion follows a quad-tree segmentation approach of the image which creates 
previously described as a regular-quadrilateral hierarchical mesh.  Three other important 
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areas Huang highlighted were his classification of grid points; inclusion of course motion 
estimation stage; and a fast hierarchical grid interpolation method.  The quad-tree 
segmentation method recursively decomposes rectangular image regions into smaller 
quadrants.  This is repeated until the individual region meets a constraint based on the 
uniformity of that region. 
 
Other research includes Papadopoulos and Clarkson [76] in which second order geometric 
transformations were the motion model utilized.  In this suggestion, a connected mesh was 
replaced by regular blocks of 32x32 pixels in size, which were matched to the adjacent 
frame via a second order transform like (4.25).  This scheme was found to be excessively 
computationally intensive. 
 
Wang and lee et al. [97,99] suggested a method that utilized what is called a finite element 
mesh (FEM).  The key to this approach is the mathematical tool of mapping between an 
individual element and an identified “master” element which has an easily computable shape 
function.  This coding method creates a scene adaptive approach that creates nodes that 
are “locked” to features in the image and thus provides very accurate tracking of objects. 
 
Correspondence Methods 
In 1991, Sullivan and Baker [93] suggested what was called “Control Grid Interpolation” or 
CGI and is based on a regular grid of quadrilateral blocks.  In their approach a backwards 
iterative matching procedure is used to optimize the positions of the grid to derive the 
location of the motion vectors.  The vector update at each node is performed by a 
translational block matching method with the node at the center of the translating block.  A 
bilinear interpolation process is used to reconstruct the frame which updates all the pixels 
inside the four quadrilaterals touching the current node.  In the work accomplished by 
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Sullivan, it was stated that with this method convergence was normally obtained in five to 
ten iterations.  Two years later Nieweglowski and Haavisto suggested [67,68] an approach 
that stemmed from the control grid interpolation methods of Sullivan and Baker.  Their 
suggestion had three main contributions:  an enhanced, two stage search strategy; the use 
of an adaptive mesh generation approach for forward matching; an attempt to model 
discontinuities in the motion field by adaptively changing the interpolation method.   
 
The attempt to model discontinuities is achieved by analyzing both the vertical and 
horizontal components of the four motion vectors tied to the four corners of the block.  If the 
variance of either of these components is greater than a predetermined threshold, a 
“nearest neighbor” approach is used to reconstruct the block rather than the usual bilinear 
interpolation approach.  This effectively means that a translational motion model is being 
applied along all edge boundaries of the image.  The modeling of discontinuities ultimately 
results in a lower prediction error while at the same time reintroducing blocking artifacts 
because of the translational nature of parts of the process.   
 
In 1994 Nakaya and Harashima [62] released a well respected paper that attempted to 
mathematically quantify how well different warping methods work.  Affine motion 
compensation methods (AFMC) and bilinear motion compensation methods (BLMC) were 
compared: 
1. AFMC and BLMC methods perform better than block matching methods even when 
the actual motion vector field is discontinuous 
2. The optimal regular polygon shape for AFMC methods is a grid constructed from 
equilateral triangles. 




4. AFMC and BLMC methods have nearly the same performance when the patch 
shape is optimized but as the number of grid points is decreased the degradation in 
performance of AFMC methods is less than that of BLMC methods 
 
From their experiments they found that the correspondence based method outperforms the 
gradient approach but that this increased performance is outweighed by the resulting 
reduction in complexity achieved when using the gradient based methods.   
 
4.2.3  Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF) 
The concept of coding video by grouping several frames together into a 3-D volume and 
then employing transforms in the spatial and temporal directions has been explored for the 
past several decades.  However, temporal transforms for video pose a unique problem that 
causes 3-D video coding to be different from the coding of other 3-D data types, such as 
volumetric medical imagery and multi-spectral remotely-sensed imagery.  Specifically, 
motion of an object in time can produce high-frequency coefficients in the temporal 
transform, even if the object does not vary in shape or gray-level intensity over the temporal 
interval.   
 
Consequently, researchers have sought temporal transforms that track object trajectories 
because they temporally de-correlate object pixels regardless of the motion they undergo.  
These temporal transforms are called motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF).  One 
popular group of algorithms in the area of MCTF involves traditional block-based motion 
compensation (previously discussed in detail) with temporal filtering [8,11,16,17].   These 






First proposed by Ohm [8, 16], then further developed by Woods et al. [9, 10], the block-
displacement methods have a long history in the area of 3D sub-band video coding, 
naturally providing the spatial-resolution as well as frame-rate scalability which are 
increasingly expected of modern multimedia applications. Although a popular approach to 
MCTF, block-displacement techniques have traditionally encountered a number of 
drawbacks.  First, the rigid block-motion model fails to capture all aspects of the motion field, 
leaving significant numbers of pixels unconnected between frames; these unconnected 
pixels are coded separately to the detriment of coding efficiency.  Second, it is difficult to 






5.1  PROCEDURE 
 
5.1.1  Overview 
As discussed in great detail in the previous sections, there are many possibilities when 
applying motion estimation and compensation.  This final section however, will focus on the 
application of one of the most common compensation methods, translational block 
matching, in comparison with the results of the affine matrix based transformation 
procedure. 
 
To demonstrate the facts and assumptions made throughout this thesis we conclude by 
comparing image sequences collected via a digital video camera at the main cargo gate of 
the Georgia Ports Authority.  The image sequences were not preprocessed in any way and 
were selected to attempt to show a sample of various scenarios that are encountered in the 
Port environment.   
 
The procedure followed to obtain the results is outlined and diagramed below, followed with 
a greater detailed discussion of the process and the outcomes: 
1. Frames were obtained  
a. From digital video obtained of trucks using the main access road of the 
Georgia Ports. 
b. No image pre-processing applied to enhance images 
c. Six different sets of image sequences were chosen for variety 
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2. Sequences were processed using Translational Block Matching 
a. Motion estimation accomplished with an exhaustive search estimation 
algorithm. 
3. Sequences were processed using an affine warping transformation 
a. Motion estimation accomplished by first computing the appropriate affine 
matrix for the sequence. 
4. The image area containing the container code text was isolated on all 
estimated and original frames. 
5. The residual image was computed between the original and estimated frames 
from both affine and translational procedures. 
6. For quantitative comparison the Mean Absolute Distortion was computed 
between the original and its corresponding estimated frame, again from both the 
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The following sections go into greater detail on each of the algorithms used in creating the 
results.  All code used can be referenced in Appendix A of this thesis. 
 
5.1.2  Translational Block Matching 
Exhaustive Search Motion Estimation Algorithm 
This algorithm generates an estimated motion vector for each block within the image.  It 
requires inputs of two images, the first being the “reference frame” or the first frame in the 
sequence; the second image input is the “current frame” and will be the one the code will 
compare the reference to compute the motion vector block by block.  The other inputs are 
related to the block search size, you must supply the width and height of the block and the 
maximum search size.  For this thesis, the width and height are set at 16 pixels and the 
maximum search size is set to 32 pixels.  This is sufficient for the images under 
consideration, if a larger block size were to be used it would speed up the computation time 
some for certain images.   
 
To perform block matching, the current frame is first divided into several blocks with size 
N1x N2, in this thesis it is set at a width and height of 16 pixels.  For each block B in the 
current frame the Mean Absolute Distortion (MAD) is computed and is defined as follows: 
1 2 1 2 ref 1 1 2 2 cur 1 2 1 2MAD(d ,d ) = 1/(N *N ) * |S (n +d ,n +d ) - S (n ,n )|, where (n , n )  B∑ ∈  (5.1) 
refS (x, y)  represents the pixel (x, y) in the reference frame and  represents the pixel 
(x, y) in the current frame.  Motion displacement is represented by d1 and d2 which are 
integers between –R and R-1 with R being the maximal search size of 32 (in this thesis).  




The current and reference image files are read through the imread( ) Matlab function  to 
create an array of the intensity values of each pixels in the images. FOR loops were written 
to go through each block of specified size on the reference frame.  For each block in the 
reference frame, two more FOR loops are ran through to search within the block according 
to maximal search size, in this thesis it was set at 32 pixels.  The desired result is to predict 
the best match to the block in the current frame based on minimum MAD.  A motion vector is 
created which tells the movement of the block in the reference frame to predict the next 
frame. The motion vector has x and y axis for the movement of each block in the reference 
frame. 
There are two outputs of this algorithm; the first is a set of intensity values of the inputted 
image files, titled original_frame and next_frame.  The second output is a motion vector 
consisting of (X=d1, Y=d2) pairs for each block in the image.  These values are used in the 
next step when the actual compensation is applied to the images. 
 
Translational Block-Matching Compensation Algorithm 
This portion reads in the values computed in the estimation portion of the process and uses 
them to create an estimated image of what we called the “current frame” or the second-
frame in the sequence.  The block size and dimensions are the same as those used in the 
estimation portion, width and height of 16 pixels and maximum search size of 32 pixels. 
 
Motion compensation is the process of constructing an estimated current frame by replacing 
each block in the current frame with a best matching block in the reference frame.  The best 
matching block is indicated by the motion vector.  For example, suppose we have a 16x16 
block in the current frame with the left-top pixel at (17, 33) and the motion vector of this 
block is (-5,10).  This block is replaced by the block whose left-top pixel is (12,43) in the 
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reference frame.  The motion compensated residual is computed, which is the difference 
between the current frame and the computed estimate frame.  The Mean Absolute Distortion 
(MAD) between the current image and the estimated image, which is the absolute of sum of 
residuals of all the pixels on the images divided by the product of height and width of the 
image.   
 
( ( residual ))
Image_MAD = 




A color bar is plotted next to the residual plot, which is set to represent no error in the 
residual by representing that shade by a zero and the color green.   Similarly, the most red 
shade and highest value represents the most error in the residual. 
 
5.1.3  Affine Transformation 
Affine Matrix Computation 
This section of the process requires the input of two images and will return the computed 
3x3 matrix that describes the displacement between the reference and current frame, as 
described previously.  Because the affine transform allows for so many combinations of 
transformation, there are many different ways the algorithm can be used.  For the purposes 
of this thesis, the general affine transform will be used with the bottom row of the resultant 
matrix always containing exactly [0 0 1].   
 
Affine Motion Compensation 
The actual application of the affine transform is relatively simple.  The previously computed 
transform matrix is passed into the algorithm along with the image to undergo warping.   
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5.2  RESULTING DATA AND IMAGES 
 
After processing the image sequences with the processes described above and whose code 
is detailed in Appendix A, it was apparent that that Affine transform was able to create 
estimations of motion and compensate for it in a more efficient manner.  This can be seen in 
the table below which provides a summary of the MAD that was computed for the final 
images and the associated estimates the two compensation techniques created.  
 
Table 5.1  Summary table of MAD values from residual images 












5.2.1  Container Sequence 216_B 
 
      
 






















































Figure 5.7  Residual image of affine estimate of frame 216_B 
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5.2.2  Container Sequence 034 
 
      
 





























































Figure 5.13  Residual image of affine estimate of frame 034 
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5.2.3  Container Sequence 035 
 
      
 


































































Figure 5.19  Residual image of affine estimate of frame 035 
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5.2.4  Container Sequence 206 
 
      
 

























































Figure 5.25  Residual image of affine estimate of frame 206 
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5.2.5  Container Sequence 216 
 
      
 
























































Figure 5.31  Residual image of affine estimate of frame 216 
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5.2.6  Sequence Container 08 
 
      
 













































































This thesis investigated the application of an affine based motion compensation algorithm as 
a complementary enhancement to existing research of OCR and specifically to OCR of 
cargo containers in a seaport environment.  This motion compensation could offer a cost 
effective alternative to the sophisticated hardware systems being offered to US ports.  It was 
clear both visually and computationally that the affine transform was able to provide a more 
accurate estimate via motion compensation when tested at a seaport environment.   
 
At its core, the translational model only compensates for square or perpendicular 
(translational) style motion and again for the application in a seaport environment, it does 
not quite suit our needs.  For these reasons, in our specific application of compensating for 
motion while identifying cargo container codes in an intermodal environment, the 
translational motion model is not appropriate. 
 
For many years the translational model and its many derivative methods and alternatives 
have been the most commonly used motion model.  As shown, quite a bit of research has 
been on the block-matching and gradient based methods and there have been many 
improvements made to these algorithms over the years.  The block matching method is 
currently implemented into all of the known standard video compression systems because of 
its ability to handle a lot of motion in the image sequence.  The main problem with block 
matching is that at low bit-rates, which is needed in a seaport environment, introduces 
blocking artifacts into the reconstructed image.  This occurs because the block matching 
algorithm believes all pixels within a given block are associated with the same object in an 
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image.  The previous sections described two main topics of focus in the area of motion 
compensation; translational motion models as well as higher order models. The affine 
transform was highlighted due to its various benefits compared to other methods.   By using 
a higher order motion model such as an affine transformation based model, a higher level of 
accuracy is usually achieved and thus leads to a higher coding efficiency.  This fact was 
observed during the work accomplished during this thesis.  The Affine process, including the 
computation of the Affine matrix plus the application of that matrix to the image on average 
took only seconds to accomplish.  In comparison, the block matching process, including the 
exhaustive search estimation plus the compensation portion took on average an order of 
magnitude longer, taking minutes to complete. 
 
The following are some additional summary observations made during the course of this 
thesis: 
⋅ Motion compensation is needed to allow the container to keep moving while 
capturing the characters for OCR processing. 





⋅ Commercial alternatives not widely accepted due to cost and complexity of available 
OCR systems. 
Block-matching does not allow the level of compression needed to handle the 
volume of containers transitioning through the port per day, given the
infrastructure available due to sheer size (acreage) of the facilitie
⋅ There are many constraints to performing OCR on a containe









function image_MAD = mc(N1,N2,R,mv, original_frame, next_frame, filename_ref,  
        filename_current); 
 
% Generate and plot the estimated frame using the motion vector of exhaustive search 
% 
%   image_MAD = motion_compensation(N1,N2,R,mv, original_frame, next_frame) 
%   Input:     
%       N1: height of each block in the image. 
%       N2: width of each block in the range. 
%       R:  maximal search size. 
%       mv: motion vector is a (x = d1, y = d2) pair for each block such that the MAD(d1, d2)  
%     is minimized.   
%       original_frame: intensity values of each pixel of the reference image file. 
%       next_frame: intensity values of each pixel of the current image file. 
%       filename_ref: file names of 1st image 
%       filename_current:  file names of 2nd image 
% 
%   Output:     
%       image_MAD: mean absolute distortion (MAD) between the current image and  
%         the estimated image     
% 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % begin timing the overall process  
% % ************************************************************** 
timestamp 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Plotting the original and next frame 
% % ************************************************************** 
figure 
subplot(2,3,1), imshow(uint8(original_frame)),title(['Original Frame: ' , filename_ref, ' ']) 
subplot(2,3,2), imshow(uint8(next_frame)),title(['Next Frame: ' , filename_current, ' ']) 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Defines and Loads relevant variables for the estimating the  
% % next frame 
% % ************************************************************** 
[height, width] = size(original_frame); 
 
block_height = round(height/N1); 
block_width = round(width/N2); 
 
estimated_frame = 255*(ones(height,width)); 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Takes the Motion vector mv, and transforms it into the new  
% % position vectors 
% % ************************************************************** 
pos_old_col = 1:N2:width; 
pos_mat(:,:,1) = repmat(pos_old_col,block_height,1); 
pos_old_row = 1:N1:height; 
pos_mat(:,:,2) = repmat(pos_old_row,block_width,1).';  
pos_new = pos_mat + mv; 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Creating the estimated frame using the new position vector 
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% % ************************************************************** 
i_col = 1; 
i_row = 1; 
for ii_blks= 1:block_height*block_width % for every block in the frame 
    new_x = pos_new(i_row,i_col,1); 
    new_y = pos_new(i_row,i_col,2); 
    estimated_frame(pos_old_row(i_row):pos_old_row(i_row)+N1-
1,pos_old_col(i_col):pos_old_col(i_col)+N2-1) ... 
        = original_frame(new_y:(new_y+N1-1),new_x:(new_x+N2-1)); 
        i_col = i_col + 1; 
    if i_col == (block_width+1) 
        i_col = 1; 
        i_row = i_row + 1; 
    end 
    if i_row == (block_height+1) 
        i_row = 1; 
        i_col = i_col + 1; 
    end 
end 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Computing the difference between the current frame and the  
% % estimated frame which is called residual 
% % ************************************************************** 
residual = ((double(next_frame) - estimated_frame)); 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Calculating image_MAD: mean absolute distortion (MAD) between 
% % the current image and the estimated image 
% % ************************************************************** 
image_MAD = sum(sum(abs(residual)))/(size(residual,1)*size(residual,2)); 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Creating the range of greyness intensity for the residual that 
% % contains all the intensities of greyness 
% % ************************************************************** 
maxR = max(abs([min(min(residual)) max(max(residual))])); 
 
axis auto % Setting the axis back to default 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Plotiing the estimated frame and residual 
% % ************************************************************** 
subplot(2,3,4), imshow(uint8(estimated_frame)),title(['Estimated Frame of ',  
filename_current, ' ']) 
subplot(2,3,5), imagesc(uint8(residual),[-maxR maxR]),title(['Residual, Image MAD = ',  
num2str(image_MAD),'  of: ', filename_ref, ' and ', filename_current, 
' ']),colorbar 
figure 
imshow(uint8(estimated_frame)),title(['Estimated Frame of ', filename_current, ' ']) 
figure 
imagesc(uint8(residual),[-maxR maxR]),title(['Residual, Image MAD = ', 
num2str(image_MAD),'  of: ', filename_ref, ' and ', filename_current, ' ']),colorbar 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % END timing the overall process  
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function [mv,original_frame,next_frame] = me(N1,N2,R,filename_ref,filename_current); 
 
% Generate motion vector using Exhaustive search algorithm 
% 
%   [mv,original_frame,next_frame] = me(N1,N2,R,filename_ref,filename_current) 
% 
%   Input:     
%       N1: height of each block in the image. 
%       N2: width of each block in the range. 
%       R:  maximal search size. 
%       filename_ref: name of the image file of the reference frame. 
%       filename_current: name of the image file of the current frame. 
% 
%   Output:     
%       mv = motion vector is a (x = d1, y = d2) pair for each block such that the MAD(d1, d2)  
%       is minimized.        
%       original_frame: intensity values of each pixel of the reference image file. 
%       next_frame: intensity values of each pixel of the current image file. 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % begin timing the overall process  
% % ************************************************************** 
timestamp 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Reading the current image flie into next_frame 
% % ************************************************************** 
next_frame = double(rgb2gray((imread(filename_current)))); 
imshow(uint8(next_frame)); 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Reading the previous image flie into original_frame 
% % ************************************************************** 
original_frame = double(rgb2gray(imread(filename_ref))); 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Finding the size of the original frame 
% % ************************************************************** 
[height, width] = size(original_frame); 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Initializing few variables and arrays that will later be used 
% % in the for loop 
% % ************************************************************** 
 
counter = 1; 
motion_vector_x = 0; 
motion_vector_y = 0; 
blk_row = round(height/N1); 
blk_col = round(width/N2); 
 
mv = zeros(blk_row,blk_col,2); 
 




    for j=1:N2:(width)   % for every block in the reference frame 
        MAD_min=double([]);  % initialzing minimum MAD to highest value possible 
        motion_vector(1,counter,1) = motion_vector_x;  % motion vector of each block 
        motion_vector(1,counter,2) = motion_vector_y;  % motion vector of each block 
        counter = counter + 1; 
         for k=-R:1:R-1, 
            for l=-R:1:R-1   % for every search candidate thus motion vector will have values  
   from -R to R-1 
                % % ************************************************************** 
                % % Checking if the search is moving out of the image 
                % % ************************************************************** 
                if (i+k) > 0 && (i+k+N2-1) > 0 && (j+l) > 0 && (i+k) < (i+k+N2-1) && (j+l+N1-1) > 0 ... 
                        && (j+1) < (j+l+N1-1) && (i+k) < height && (j+l) < width && (i+k+N2-1)... 
                        < height + 1 && (j+l+N1-1) < width + 1 
                    % % ************************************************************** 
                    % % Calculating MAD with in the search size 
                    % % ************************************************************** 
                    MAD_temp=double((1/(N1*N2))*sum(sum(abs(next_frame(i:i+N2-1,j:j+N1-1)... 
                        - original_frame((i+k):(i+k+N2-1),(j+l):(j+l+N1-1)))))); 
                    % % ************************************************************** 
                    % % Finding the minimum MAD 
                    % % ************************************************************** 
                    if isempty(MAD_min) 
                        MAD_min=MAD_temp; 
                        motion_vector_x = l; 
                        motion_vector_y = k; 
                    elseif MAD_temp < MAD_min 
                        MAD_min=MAD_temp; 
                        motion_vector_x = l; 
                        motion_vector_y = k; 
                    end; 
                end; 
            end; 
         end; 
    end; 
end; 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Putting the motion vector for the last block 
% % ************************************************************** 
motion_vector(1,counter,1) = motion_vector_x; 
motion_vector(1,counter,2) = motion_vector_y; 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Putting the motion vector in a form that can be read by MC 
% % ************************************************************** 
counter = 1; 
for i = 2:blk_col:(blk_row*blk_col) 
    mv(counter,:,1) = motion_vector(1,i:i+blk_col-1,1); 
    counter = counter + 1; 
end 
 
counter = 1; 
for i = 2:round(width/N2):(blk_row*blk_col) 
    mv(counter,:,2) = motion_vector(1,i:i+blk_col-1,2); 




% % ************************************************************** 
% % END timing the overall process  




function image_MAD = residual(filename_ref, filename_affine); 
 
%% computes residual and MAD from two images 
 
estimated_frame = double((imread(filename_affine))); 
 
ref_frame = double((imread(filename_ref))); 
 
residual = ((double(ref_frame) - estimated_frame)); 
 
image_MAD = sum(sum(abs(residual)))/(size(residual,1)*size(residual,2)); 
 
maxR = max(abs([min(min(residual)) max(max(residual))])); 
 
axis auto % Setting the axis back to default 
 
figure 
imagesc(uint8(residual),[-maxR maxR]),title(['Residual, Image MAD = ', 
num2str(image_MAD),'  of: ', filename_ref, ' and ', filename_affine, ' ']),colorbar 
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function result = warpAffine2(im,A) 
 
% function result = warpAffine2(im,A) 
% 
% im: input image 
% A: 3x3 affine transform matrix with [0 0 1] for the last row. 
% 
% if a transformed point is outside of the volume, NaN is used 
% 
% result: output image, same size as im 
% 
% % ************************************************************** 
 





  A=A(1:2,:); 
end 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % Compute coordinates corresponding to input and transformed coordinates for result  
% % ************************************************************** 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % begin timing the overall process  
% % ************************************************************** 
timestamp 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
[x,y] = meshgrid(1:size(im,2),1:size(im,1)); 
cords = [x(:)'; y(:)']; 
homogeneousCoords = [coords; ones(1,prod(size(im)))]; 
warpedCoords = A*homogeneousCoords; 
xprime = warpedCoords(1,:)'; 
yprime = warpedCoords(2,:)'; 
 
result = interp2(x,y,im,xprime,yprime); 








residual = ((double(im) - result)); 
maxR = max(abs([min(min(residual)) max(max(residual))])); 
 
image_MAD = sum(sum(abs(residual)))/(size(residual,1)*size(residual,2)); 
 
figure 
imagesc(uint8(residual),[-maxR maxR]),title(['Residual, Image MAD = ',  
  num2str(image_MAD),' ']),colorbar 
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% % ************************************************************** 
% % END timing the overall process  






function [M,w2d] = estMotion2(im1,im2,rotFlag,robustFlag) 
 
% function [M,w] = estMotion2(im1,im2,rotFlag,robustFlag) 
% 
% im1 and im2 are images 
% 
% M is 3x3 transform matrix: X' = M X 
% where X=(x,y,1) is starting position in homogeneous coords 
% and X'=(x',y',1) is ending position 
% 
% If rotFlag is activated ( = 1), then M is a rotation+translation, 
% If rotFlag is NOT-activated ( = 0), then M , is a general affine transform 
% 
% If robustFlag is activated ( = 1) then uses a robust M-estimator 
% If robustFlag is NOT-activated ( = 0) then uses conventional Least Squares 
% 
% Solves fs^t theta + ft = 0 
% where theta = B p is image velocity at each pixel 
%       B is 2x3 (2x6 if affine) matrix that depends on image positions 
%       p is vector of trans+rot (or affine) motion parameters 
%       fs is vector of spatial derivatives at each pixel 
%       ft is temporal derivative at each pixel 
% Mulitplying fs^t B gives a 1x6 vector for each pixel.  Piling 
% these on top of one another gives A, an Nx3 (Nx6 if affine) matrix, where N is 
% the number of pixels.  Solve M p = ft where ft is now an Nx1 
% vector of the the temporal derivatives at every pixel. 
% 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % begin timing the overall process  
% % ************************************************************** 
timestamp 
 
% read images in 
im1 = double(rgb2gray((imread(im1)))); 
im2 = double(rgb2gray((imread(im2)))); 
 
% default values 
if ~exist('robustFlag') 
  robustFlag = 0; 
end 
if ~exist('rotFlag') 



















fx = fx(pts); 
fy = fy(pts); 
ft = ft(pts); 
xgrid = xgrid(pts); 
ygrid = ygrid(pts); 
 
if rotFlag 
 A= [ fx(:), fy(:), xgrid(:).*fy(:)-ygrid(:).*fx(:)]; 
else 
 A= [xgrid(:).*fx(:), ygrid(:).*fx(:), fx(:),... 
         xgrid(:).*fy(:), ygrid(:).*fy(:), fy(:)]; 
end 
b = -ft(:); 
 
if robustFlag 
 [p w] = robustMest(A,b,CB,SC); 
 w2d = zeros(dimsS); 
 w2d(pts)=w;  
else 
 p = A\b; 




 M= [cos(p(3))  -sin(p(3)) p(1); 
         sin(p(3))  cos(p(3))  p(2); 
         0     0    1]; 
else 
 M= [1+p(1) p(2)   p(3); 
         p(4)   1+p(5) p(6); 
         0      0      1]; 
end 
 
% % ************************************************************** 
% % END timing the overall process  
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